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I Residents' petition objects to excessive noise and ·behaviour

Union·to lose late licence
by Miranda Chitty

Chambers Sfreet Union is to
lose its late-night drinking licence
following local residents' complaints about _noise levels on and
near the premises.
Edinburgh District Council's
Licencing Board refused to renew
the Union 's regular 2 am extension after it received a signed petition from 17 inhabitants of Guthrie Street, stating that they had
been suffering excessive levels of
noise between the hours of 10 pm
and 2 am as a result of the weekly
discos and rock concerts held at
Chambers Street.
The residents complained of
shouting, swearing and singing
students leaving the premises late
at night , and Of the students' "vandalistic behaviour" which consisted of the spilling of bin-bags,
glass smashing and breaking of car
aerials. Leader of the residents'
campaign , Mr Chris Campbell,
decided that things had gone too
far on the night of 11th December
when the Paupers' Ball was taking
place in the Union. He says he
phoned the Chambers Street
Committee several times but no
action was taken to improve the
situation.
Claire McLintock,
EUSA
Deputy President and the sabbatical responsible for the Unions ,
comments: "Obviously we understand the reason for the complaint, however, it's unfortunate
that such drastic action was taken
before I was even approached on
the matter."
The licence loss is a severe blow
for Chambers Street which had
recently been enjoying a popularity boom. The Students' Association is hoping to minimise losses
by moving Chambers Street
entertainments to other venues:
this week's rock disco will take
place in Potterrow Union on
Saturday.
.
Claire McLintock confirmed
that the Saturday night disco at
Chambers Street will continue
until 1 am although the bar will
close at 11 pm
' Continued ~n Page 2
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Chambers Street Union - No late licence but traditional entertainments are to continue, both here and around the
campus. EUSA intends to reapply in March.

Degrees may be in jeopardy
by Jacqueline Brown

th F'IDal year students throughout
. e country may leave university
~Ju?e. without a degree if .the
(AUOCiation of University Teachers
T) refuses to mark final exam
Papers.
The AUT is seeking Govern~ent funding to improve pay for
ivers1ty lecturers and professors
. 1s
. hopmg
. to meet
th · The union
e Education Secretary Mr K'enneth Baker , before the' end of
Ja
fi nuary to discuss the extra
~nance . If he has not allocated
Cno ugh money to raise salaries the
0
F ~nc1l of the AUT will meet in
bel ruary to decide whether to
a~t!ot members to take individual
IOo .

The

Council

propose

to

organise two ballots. The first
refers to the possibility of holding
a national one-day strike in universities on 5th March. The second ballot will decide whether to
m
. 1
re fuse to mar k f ma year
· exa· d
papers. If t he proposaI 1s came
the decision will come into effect
. D
It
on. t he 1bst A pn 1d. d egree
fl hresu s
1
w.1 11 not. e awar e un t e pay
dispute is resolved.
The very sfrong action which
the union is proposing reflects the
frustration of its members after
prolonged fruitless talks with Mr
Baker. Last May a committee
made up of members of the AUT
and the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals (CVCP)
drew up the 22nd report (which
recognised severe problems in
terms of attracting and retaining

good university staff. Since the
public spending budget outlined
by the Chancellor last November,
Mr Baker has stated that he has
money allocated for an improved
salaries system but will not dis'
close the amount
·
University pay has not been
·
d smce
·
A pn·11985 . Atwoincrease
year plan to restructure salaries
was meant to be implemented in
April 1986 but has not yet been
introduced. The package is estimated to cost £170m and would
make university salaries competitive with market forces. The A UT
are afraid that a university braindrain will take place with potentially good lecturers being
attracted to industry or the United
States where university salaries
are higher.

The AUT proposes.to refuse to

m~rk fmal pa~ers as 1t feels that
this dec1S1on will ha~e more effect
than the non-marking of umvers1ty. degree exams. As there 1s no
national umvers1ty exam board
·
and final
papers re fer to t he part'1 1
b
t ht t · d'1
.cu ar sy 11 a us aug
a m •
v1dual umvers1t1es , degree results
· be hel d up 1'f pro fessors w1·11
will
not mark them.
•
A similar proposal was made in
the past but was not carried out as
the dispute was resolved. Monica
Hicks, press officer for the AUT,
was confident that with a General
Election looming, Mr Baker
would not "want universities
exploding all over the country".
Ray Footman, press officer for
Ed inburgh University, refused to
comment on the possibility of
final papers not being marked .
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• SRC lobby grand committee oa loans v. grants

Lobbying on loans

report
reaction

SRC demonstrators lobby_Scottish MPs on the loans issue.

by Miranda Chitty
Twenty or more Edinburgh university students gathered on Monday to demonstrate against loan
schemes at the Scottish Grand
Committee's sessiooal meeting
held in Edinburgh.
A small proportion of the Students' Representative Council
(SRC) members, led by EUSA
President Cathy Presland , left the
Mandela Centre at 9.15 am to
march to the Scottish Assembly
buildings on Regent Street. There
they held placards and awaited
the arrival of Scottish MPs who
were coming to discuss Agriculture and Fisheries.
The
demonstration
was
intended , as EUSA Secretary lain
Catto explained, "to make sure

• .Continued from Page t.
Other bands have had to be
cancelled, however , the Union
will be open on Saturday for quiet
drinks with games of Trivial Pursuits and a free jukebox provided.
Happy hours will be moved forward.
The Studtnts' Association will
reapply for the regular extension
in M<\rch after the Eiwironmental
Health Board has ruled on the
level of noise acceptable in the
nearby flats , and soundproofing
has been installed.
The i:eorganisation of Chambers Street Union will be discussed at the Committee of Management meeting in the Teviot Row
Oebating Hall , today at 5.30 pm.

e

that MPs know loans is not a dead
issue". Mr Catto organised the
action after the Scottish Office
confirmed last Thursday afternoon that the Scottish Grant
Committee was to sit on the following Monday. Widespread
EUSA publicity for the demonstration was not possible, lain Catto
said, given that the event had had
to be organised at such short
notice. All 60 members .of the
SRC were , however, informed by
personal letter that the action was
to take place.
The event formed part of
EUSA's new direct action campaign. The campaign was initiated
by the EUSA Executive this term,
after last term 's Action fora Grant
Week was strongly criticised by

SRC members for having been
inadequate to the "threat" of student loans. Critics declared that
many students would've supported direct action against the
possibility of loans being introduced and that the EUSA sabbaticals were out of touch with the
student population.
Iain Catto said that leaflets
advertising the new campaign
would be distributed around the
University this week. One aspect
of the campaign is that Edinburgh
University students will have a
chance to take part in direct action
against loans on the 21st February , as EUSA is organising subsidised coach travel to take students to the National Union of
Students' demonstration in London .

Questions of degree
On 8th February a team of students from Edinburgh University
will pit their wits against Anberdeen students at the start of a
Scottish Inter-University Quiz to
be broadcast by BBC Radio Scotland.
The quiz is also open to Glasgow , St Andrews, Dundee , Stirling and Heriot-Watt Universities.
Each university's team will be represented by three students and a
personality or graduate. Edinburgh's selected personality is the
Rector, Archie MacPherson . · ·
Called "A Question
of
I?egree", the quiz features questions on home and overseas uni-

versities and educational institutions , as well as testing contestants' knowledge of their university city and business and current
affairs.
The first stage of the tournament , on 8th February, is to take
place in Glasgow, with the winners from that round competing
against Heriot-Watt on 15th February in St Andrews. Edinburgh
will host the final round of the
tournmanet on 1st March 1987.
Although it was hoped that the
final would be held in an Edinburgh University venue, the last
round is now to take place in the
BBC studios because of technical
difficulties.

Liberals rubber news
by Devin Scobie

the machines be repaired without suppose condoms make it safer".
delay.
He added that, at the meeting, he
alone had argued in favour of
extra-strength doms in the mistaken belief that three-inch thick
rubber tubing would make a vital
contribution to safer sex - and
doubtless help prevent the spread
of AIDS. The club has no
immediate intentions of launching
a nationwide leaflet campaign
publicising its views.

Edinburgh University Liberal
Club was this week tom apart over
the socially perceptive issue of the
supply of jumbo-strength condoms in union houses. "Jumbos
are out" was the cry heard echoing
across Bristo Square after last
Wednesday's tense meeting of
Party faithful.
Club President Mark Wheatley
told Student that none of the popuThe Liberals do believe, howlar party balloon machines seemed
ever, that the fabled London Rubto be functioning in any of Edinber Company are responsible for
burgh's union toilets. After a
the upkeep of the rubber dispen-·
fraught debate, the packed Libsers, but nevertheless remained
eral Club meeting voted heavily in
adamant that senior EUSA memfavour of sending a stern letter to
Mr Wheatley outlined his con- bers ought to be pressurised for
Students' Association President
troversial
theory
that
"a
lot
of
stuimmediate action in the union
Cathy Presland demanding that
dents seem to have sex and, well, I toilets.

by Paula Collins
Reaction to last week's parliamentary report on the current
grants system , which concluded .
that the present level of spending
is inadequate, has been mixed.
As the committee's research
and findings in theory apply only
to England and Wales, Scottish
Education Department spokesman Keith Haley said that there
were implications for the Scottish
Office "only on the fringes". This
is despite the fact that there is in
practice little difference between
the Scottish and English grant systems.
As the Under-Secretary of
State for Education , Mr George
Walden , is currently visiting the
United States, West Germany,
France and Sweden to examine
their systems of student support, a
spokesman for the Department of
Education and Science (DES)
said non-committedly that the
report was "an interesting contribution to the general study
which the Government are undertaking". When asked if he thought
the report would have any effect
on the Government's patent
desire to introduce loans, Mr
Mike Fin said: "We will have to
wait and see."
Asked for her comments on the
report, EUSA President Cathy
Presland said she welcomed the
committee's assessment of the
situation and the admission that
the DES had "deceived" people
by stating that the grant was sufficient. However, because the
Select Committee recommended
higher spending, which conflicts
with the Government's long-term
plans to cut the education budget,
she is doubtful that this report will
have any significant repercussions
on the loans versus grants debate.
A spokesman for the National
Union of Students (NUS) in London said that they too welcomed
the bulk of the report but "the
biggest battle has yet to come":
She said : "The Government's feeble attempt to hide the truth about
the appalling state of the grant
system has now been blown.
Surely the Government has no
alternative but to take this report
seriously and to remedy the situation immediately. Sadly, past
dealings with the Government do
not leave us confident that this
will necessarily be so."
The NUS are afraid that the
Government will simply use the
report's findings about the
inadequacies of the grant system
as an excuse to bring on loans.
Their spokeswoman commented: "This is what makes it all
the more important that we all
pull together to fight the introduction of loans."
Mr Wheatley hopes to encou"r-·
age support from other university
political organs, and said the condoms issue would not split the
strong alliance he felt the Liberals
had developed with their Social
Democratic bedfellows. He did
admit, though, certain reservations that an extremist puritanical
faction within the SOC may frown
_upon the enlightened Liberal
action.
The Liberal President categorically denied rumours that he
wanted E'.'uSA to introduce multicoloured condoms, or even normal
coloured ribbed ones with -fluffy
bits on the end. He has threatened
to take the matter to a full Association General Meeting if EUSA do
not take action to repair the
machines before this weekend.

IN BRIEF
Pollock
theft
mystery
Crime broke out in Pollock
Halls this weekend when 8
student's room was entered
during the night and, while
· the occupant slept, a new coat
and wallet were removed.
Police with a sniffer dog are
reported to have been present
in Pollock at arouna,4 am on
Sunday morning, but the out.
come of their investigation is
· still unclear. The police
authorities were unavailable
for comment, and the Pollock
authorities stated they were
not aware of any incident tak.
ing place.

Amnesty
Campaign
The Edinburgh University
branch of Amnesty International, the human rights
movement working for the
release of those imprisoned
for their beliefs, have
launched a campaign for the
immediate release of Shaban
Isufi, a student fro m the
Kosovo province of Yugoslavia, who was imprisoned
for writing slogans "hostile"
to the state. Throughout
week three of this term ,
Edinburgh University branch
will be holding bookstalls and
videos at Pollock H alls of
Residence to publicise his
case.

Banal
Motion
The SRC last night passed
a motion calling on its mem·
bers to refrain from asking
banal questions at Private
Members' Question Time.
(Banaal, adj., commonplace,
trite , trivial ; e.g.: "Where is
the hand from the clock?"
"Why is there a picture of the
Chancellor's wife on the
wall?" (The Queen) .) How·
ever, the proposers refrained
from extending their anll·
banality request to the
remainder of the Students'
Representative
Council's
often extensive deliberations.

Grants
Reminder
Students with SEO grants
are reminded that they can
claim travel expenses for this
year if they spend more than
£50 on travel. Claims must
reach the SED by the 3I_st
January for money· to be paid
with the third grant instal·
ment , and by 30th September
at the latest.

ExamEntrY
Deadline
The deadline for registrS"
tion for most degree e~a~
at the Registry - is
ts
January. Forgetful stu~e:Je
registering later will be ha
for a late fee of £10.
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World student games attack

Pleasance
theft

bY Graeme Wilson

·by Emma Simpson

Edinburgh's chances of hosting
the World Student Games in 1991
1118y well be damaged by the
refusal of the University to allow
Pollock Halls to provide accommo- ·
dation for the event, a decision
which is in accordance with a University Senate resolution about
pollock's use, made in light of the
Commonwealth Games.
Pollock Halls, which was purpase built for the 1970 Commonwealth Games, adopted this policy in response to financial considerations arising from last summer's games. After these the·
Halls of Residence were left with
an unpaid bill of £650,000, and
though they have agreed to accept
a smaller amount , they have as yet
received no money.
One of the councillors who will
present Edinburgh's case, the
chairman of the District Council's
Recreation Committee, Mr James
Henderson, is still optimistic that
the city will gain the British nomination against Sheffield's bid,
despite this setback. He argued
that Edinburgh is the only city in
the UK with the capability and
experience to host an event such
as the World Student Games,

photo: Oliver Lim

Pollock; not playing host to Games.
whereas Sheffield does not even
have sufficient venues at this
stage . Beyond this he is confident
about
Edinburgh's
chances
against European contenders
such as Paris, Stockholm and even
the 1992 Olympic hosts , Barcelona.
However, Mr Henderson felt it
was somewhat ironic for student
accommodation to refuse to provide its facilities for the Student
Games, and though Sir John Burnett , the Principal of the Univer-

sity, had told him the Senate "was
not slamming the door shut" on
the question of Pollock becoming
the Games Village, the council
had several alternatives. Ideas
being considered at present
include the use of military camps,
other college halls, such as those
at_$tirling , or hotels. More outlandish plans, such as a huge Portacabin village on the Meadows or oil
rig accommodation being floated
up the Forth, are being looked
into as well.

He also pointed out that Pollock's involvement in the World
Student Games would in fact be
relatively ·safe financially, for
most of the cost will be paid up
front by each competing nation.
According to the British Student
Sport Federation (BSSF) , each of
the 6-7,000 athletes at this year's
games in Zagreb will be charged
$25 per day for food and accommodation. The rest of the £19-£20
million the BSSF forecast the 1991
games will cost would be paid by
television rights, gate receipts
business investment, as well a~
council and Government contributions.
With or without Pollock Halls
as Edinburgh's Games Village,
Mr Henderson and the rest of the
delegation will have to try and
overcome Sheffield's opposition
before the British Selection Committee in London on the 29th or
30th January. The presentation
the District Council had planned
for the 9th January was cancelled
due to the weather conditions
which prevented a trip to meet th~
British Selection Committee in
London.

Thieves who broke into the
Pleasance Bar at the Societies'
Centre sometime between Thursday night and early Friday morning, entertained themselves to a
drink and a smoke. Police are now
investigating the break-in - the
second in a year.
EUSA Deputy President Claire
McLintock said she understood
that entry was made through the
'Playgroup at the back of the building into the Pleasance Bar.
She told Student that the thieves
went behind the bar and consumed quantities of drink. They
also broke into. the cigarette
machine
Apparently, "they
didn't take much in terms of
money value , but they left quite
mess" .

a

Edinburgh
year

The
University's
Annual
Report was published on 31st
December. In his introduction the
Principal, Sir John Burnett, says
that the University is "in good
to have pointed out to the NAO heart" , and outlines its achievethat the national importance of
ments for the past year. Sir John
the University's collections, and
also
attacks what he describes as
prov1s1on as being wasteful of its close links with the community
"an increasing and insidious tenspace and over-provided with stu- should perhaps have been taken dency" for the work of univerdent places by 199 per cent. As a into special consideration when sities to be judged by the Governresult it may be necessary to sub- assessing librarx facilities. It is ment solely in terms of money and
stantially reorganise the current apparently believed that the Uni- commerce, and for universities to
airangements to ma ke more e ffi - versity may merit special consid- be treated , and expected to
cient use of all library buildings eration on this issue.
behave as, commercial concerns.
and rooms throughout the UniOne definite change ~hich will He refers to a "mutual loss of trust
versity.
be implemented by next year is between Government ... and the
The University administration the full computerisation of the lib- universities", and calls for this·
is understood to be considering all rary of classified collections
trust to be restored and rebuilt as
the implications of the report but
·soon as possible.

Report suggests library changes
by Anjali Dholakia

Extensive changes may be
required in libraries throughout
the University, including the moving of some of the smaller
departmental libraries into the
Main Library in George Square,
possible reorganisation of the
third, fourth and fifth floors of the
Main Library, and the moving of
the Main Library Reading Room,
Reserve Section and photocopying

facilities.
Any changes are still tinder discussion in University committees
'and it is "too early to say what
form they will take" , according to
University Librarian Mt'ss Brenda
Moon.
The suggestions for change follow a confidential report from the
National Audit Office (NAO) a Government body - which
criticised the University library
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Breaking the mould
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Do you enjoy photocopying?
If you wish to spend your next year photocopying, making
coffee and running errands, don't bother coming to see us .
. At ~ur Young we know that you didn't spend three years at
Uruvers1ty m order to let your brain stagnate.
Our clients are challenging and demanding - you will be
working at the frontier of your ability. We will back you with
technology and support staff.
We have added an MBA programme open to all, which will
enhance your business.awareness and will take you further than ACA.
We know you are valuable to us and will pay you accordingly.
New graduate trainees joining our London office will be paid not less
than £11,000 p.a.
If you can cope with the challenging demands placed now on
tomorrow's financial managers, come and see us during our milk
round visit on FEBRUARY 5th & 6th. Further information can be
obtained from your careers adviser or by writing to Mairi Eastwood,
Recruitment Partner, at Rolls House, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane,
London EC4A lNH, telephone 01 831 7130.
(You must register with either your careers adviser or Mairi Eastwood at least 2 weeks prior to our visit).

L:lo~
Arthur .Y oung
ACCOUNTANTS. TAX ADVISERS, MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

(/)
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Accommodation problems
highlighted in new survey

.-----

......--------~

by Gary Duncan
A survey of student accommodation undertaken by the Students' Representative Council's
(SRC) Accommodation Committee at the end of last year reveals a
number of problems being
encountered by students in all
kinds of accommodation , but notably in flats rented from the University's owo Students' Accommodation Service (SAS) who cooperated in the production of the
survey.
The res.ults of the research ,
initiated by last year's SRC
Accommodation Convener Iain
Catto and obtained by Student this
week, show that 21 per cent of all
students did not have adequate
study facilities - a suitable chair,
desk, and good lighting. 23 per
cent of those in private flats had
this problem , and 34 per cent of
those in the SAS flats felt their
study facilities were inadequate.
The survey also shows that 38
per cent of those in SAS flats felt
their furnishings to be inadequate.
overall. One student states (not
necessarily
representatively):
" Most furniture is my own , since
SAS only provided one bookcase,
one desk , one chest of drawers ,
and two chairs for a two-person
flat. " The corresponding figure
for private flats was 14 per cent.
Difficulties in getting repairs
done were encountered in both
SAS and private flats, with 43 per
cent and 34 per cent respectively
encountering this problem.
In addition to repairs , the survey also asked if students had
experienced problems with the
condition of accommodation,
rules , costs, distance from University, and safety getting home.
Half of those survc ved had had no
problems with any c,' these. 96 per
cent of those in I- Hock were
"problem-free", as w. -e 67 per
cent of those in stude. houses
and 62 per cent of those , -ing at
home. However, only 36 pl cent
of students in SAS flats haa •ad
none of these difficulties , and only
16 per cent of those in board and
lodgings.
The survey also examined how
students found the SAS's service,
and its staff. 63 per cent found the
SAS useful or very useful , but a
large minority of 37 per cent
thought it " not of much use" , or
"no use" (ll per cent). Almost a
quarter of those surveyed did not
understand the SAS allocations
system for halls and houses , and
14 per cent did not understand the

GROUND LING

Survey initiator lain Catto.- lessons for the SAS?
procedure for flat allocations
(now changed).
Of the SAS staff, a majority of
60.5 per cent found them either
helpful or very helpful , but 39.5
per cent found them unhelpful or
of not much help. One student
referred to a member of SAS staff
. as '·awkward, facetious, and
unpleasant to deal with ", but
comments of this nature were not
especially numerous. Almost twothirds of students surveyed made
use of the SAS when looking for
accommodaiton.
The SRC research also looks at
problems with landlords, other
people sharing accommodation,
social life and loneliness. The
biggest statistic in this group of
problems was the 16 per cent of
those in Pollock with social life or
loneliness difficulties. In addition ,
10 per cent of those in private flats
"did not get on" with their landlord.
Students surveyed
mostly
walked (56 per cent) , cycled (18
per cent), or took the bus_(l 7 per
cent) to get to the Umvers1ty. The
vast maionty (80_ per cen!)
reached their campus at Kmg s
Buildings or George Square in 20
minutes or less , and 94 per cent
were happy with their travel
arrangements.
A minority of students appear
to have claimed housing benefit in
term-time (42 per cent) of which
94 per cent received some money.
51 per cent claimed in the short
vacation; with 9 out of 10 success
rate. These figures are likely to
fall this year as a result of Government changes made in the housing
benefit rules restricting students'
right to claim these allowances.
Despite their difficulties most
·students appear to be reasonably
happy with their accommodation .
Asked if, on the whole, they considered their housing to be satis-

a

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION SERVICE

UNIVERSITY FLATS 1987
Application forms for University-controlled flats will be
available from the S.A.S. Office at 30, Buccleuch Place,
after 9.30 a.m . on Tuesday 13th January, 1987. Application
forms will also be available from the Students' Association
Office, Mandela Centre; the Student Advisory Office, K.B.
Union; and the Admissions Office, Pollock Halls.
Forms should be returned to the S.A.S. Office by 12 noon
on Friday 23rd January for inclusion in a littery which will
help to determine applicants' places on the list. Applications
received after 12 noon on 23rd January will be added to the
list in the order in which they are received.
For the first time, a system of points weighting will be
employed, the effect of which will be to favour applications
from groups of students in later years at University.

factory, 92.5 per cent said yes . In
Pollock the breakdown of that
figure shows 93 per cent overall
satisfaction , and the same figure
applies to those in private flats or
at home. SAS flats achieved 91
per cent overall sati~faction.
The Students' Association's
Education and Welfare Adviser,
Gill Troup, who analysed the
results , points out that while the
information from the survey is
very useful , the returns from a
sample of around 1,000 students
were smaller than expected,
reducing the statistical validity of
some of the results - though not
10 too great an extent.
The survey also provoked a
number of interesting and revealing comments from respondents.
A few examples are: "We've had
to kick one of our flatmates out
because she makes a fuss about
the general squalor." "Horrible
sewerage smell, periodically,
which SAS has made virtually no
attempt to do something about."
·"Damp, rampant fungus , leaky
. ceiling." "The mice have recently
been eradicated." "SAS has only
affordable prices."
The current SRC Accommodation Convener David Blackall
was not available for comment a;
the time of writing.
The SRC survey, undertaken with
the cooperation of the sAS, was
conducted in May of last year,

... goes blind
"Help! In Edinburgh there are
large numbers of childless couples
seeking help from infertility
clinics. One form of help is Artificial Insemination by Donor (AID),
but the waiting lists are very Jong
because of Jack of donors. If you
!hink you could help us .. •"Tlie
fldvert is gloriously euphemistic.
"Help" means wank into a plastic
bottle. "Donors" do not donate
anything, they sell their sperm for
£25 a squirt. Groundling decided
to investigate.
Only about one in ten men have
suitable sperm. Not only must it
have a good sperm count, but it
must be able to survive freezing. In
reply to my letter, the clinic invited
me to provide a sample of my
liquid assets. I booked up 15
minutes in the "donor room",
which turned out to be a normal
doctor's room "with a lock on the
inside", the lab assistant assured
me. No visual aids, unless you
count a two-year-old copy of
Woman's Own. But ·1 managed.
Then back to the lab assistant , who put my deposit in the sperm bank
(a fridge!). I would receive the
results of the test in two weeks
time. "Thanks for coming," she
said: I groaned.
My frozen assets turned out to
be quite valuable. The clinic
invited me back to discuss the procedure and for a final blood test.
At any time the clinic is helping
about 50 couples. They try to
match the donor with the physical
characteristics
and
class
background of the husband. Class
matters because intelligence to
some extent correlates to it. This
seems like a sinister attempt at
social engineering, but marriage
itself is hardly random. Couples

Compiled by: Kirsty Cruickshank and Joanne Moody

ABERDEEN University Conservative Association has been
suspended after running into debt
and incurring numerous complaints. Their office-bearers have
been permanently removed and
will no longer be able to hold any
position of office. The Aberdeen
SRC is currently awaiting an
application from the Association
for permission to reform.
The Tory
CAMBRIDGE:
Association at Cambridge Uni·
versity have been reported to
Conservative Central Office for
rigging elections of office-bearers;
apparently , a not infrequent
occurrence. Student's sources say
that a tape-recording has been
produced of someone confessing
to going through ballot papers to
see how people voted.
The most recent report of trickery was a vast increase in club
membership just before an election - an additional 180 people

ll!~lfj'"
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The central question, though, is
this: do you have a responsibility
towards your biological children?
My child would go to a couple that
wanted him desperately enough to
go through the humiliating process
of Artificial Insemination, and
what can be more humiliating than
celibate adultery? For all practical
purposes, they would be his
parents. But the suspicion still
remains that if someone asked me
in 20 years' time why I had sold
them for £25 , I might have some
explaining to do.
It was a difficult decision. What
finally influenced me was the fact
that unless I become chairman of
ICI or the second Paul
McCartney, I will never again be
able to earn £25 for five minutes
work.
My blood test was clear. l made
an appointment at the clinic, did
should never be able to identify my stuff and received the cash. I
their donor and the files which can do this every month for the
match them are destroyed as soon next year or so. Forgive me, chilas possible.
dren, for I have sinned. Within a
Having triumphed in the physi- year I will be £300 richer, my
cal test, Groundling approached mother will be a granny, and one
the moral hurdles. Is the whole of those childless couples will be
business right, anyway? For a excitedly buying baby clothes.
Graphic: Rory Macbeth and John-Paul Morrison

CAMPUS TO CAMPUS
Conservative
Gerrymanders

start there is a danger of donors'
children incestuously marrying
each other, although the clinic
limit this by only allowing each
donor to father six children. But
incest is not actually immoral, only
distasteful; because of inbreeding
the children might end up lik~
members of the Royal Family!

suddenly appeared on the membership list.

Unwanted
Men
Expelled
LIVERPOOL: Although it
would appear (see above) that
great harmony exists between the
males and females of Liverpool,
this is not the case in that university's Women's Group. They
recently expelled all male members to form the new Women's
and Lesbians' Group. As a result
all their funds have been frozen .
Meanwhile, the men, unperturbed by "their expulsion, have
formed their own group.

Liverpool
students
play safe
LIVERPOOL: With all the current commotion over AIDS, at
least Britain's universities are fac-

ing the harsh realities of life and
protecting their students. Last
term , Liverpool University's stu·
dent paper, the Guild and
Gazette , took the precaution of
issuing free condoms with every
copy of their fin al week's issue.
The editor was given the job of
entering a request fo r 4,000 of the
contraceptives with the Family
Planning Association.

Uncurried
favours
BIRMINGHAM: End-of-term
celebrations for Martin Middleton, President of Birmingham
University's Students' Association resulted in a night behind
bars'. Middleton and his friends ,
intent on a good "nosh-up" at
Shim/a's, a local Indian restaurant, arrived to find the place full.
Undismayed, they agreed to sh~re
a table with another two peop
A short time>later the coupl_e ~. ·
However, upon receiving his ; ~
Middleton noticed that it ~:ir
included the meal cost for t d
table-sharers. Middleton refuse!
to pay the additional a~ou~g
·resulting in the manager bnngi s
in the law .Thus, the P resi'dentwailY
dragged off to the cells. HaPP.tY
for both Martin and the universi
no charges were pressed

:i·
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Education as a whole
The slim chance that AUT strike action may prevent
final exam marking will doubtless worry those of us hoping to graduate in June. But it doesn't need to happen.
The AUT grievances are real.
Unviersity lecturers have not received a pay rise since
early 1985.More importantly a beneficial pay restructuring plan has never seen light of day. The universities need
to attract good staff without having to cut other posts to
pay for them. A brain drain of talented lecturers would
allow our universities, already squeezed by cuts, to
deteriorate further.
lfwe believe in education as a principle and not just our
own financial worries, the AUT deserve our support and
help in preserving the high standards of our universities.

Mending fences
The loss of the late licence at Chambers Street Union
will no doubt be dealt with efficiently by EUSA. The
licence requirements will be met and finances handled so
that the trading accounts do no~ suffer and effect other
areas within our operations.
However, the most important repairs to be done are
those between the students and the residents of Guthrie
Street. The residents are not killjoys; just people who
have to get up in the morning to go to work and would
appreciate some sleep.
Inside the building, new arrangements and soundproofing will be effective. However, the problem of
people leaving the building and causing a disturbance still
remains. The City of Edinburgh is not here to endure students- and the wishes of those who live here must be
respected.
Edinburgh University has a relatively good relationship with the city compared to elsewhere. A strong town/
gown divide would help no one. Chambers Street may
seem a minor incident. Lets make sure it is the only minor
incident from now on.

Frankly, no one gives a damn
DearEditor,
I see from last week's Student
that the Labour Club's ongoing
campaign to undermine the
efforts on behalf of students made
by people who beat Labour Club
candidates in a democratic election continues unabated. I hope
Cathy Presland and lain Catto
'take their experiences as EUSA
sabbaticals as a salutory lesson for
the future. In all things , it appears
from Adam O'Brien's letter ,
Labour is right. To suggest that
that might not always be the case
is, it seems, to be a bastion of
Thatcherism.
Adam O 'Brien calls for a political campaign to oppose the
Thatcher government. Presumably, as EU Labour Club Treasurer, he means a Labour-based
campaign. Well , let us look at
Labour's record in conducting
political campaigns at national
level.
Labour OPPOSED the deployment of Cruise missiles in Britain.
Cruise missiles have been
deployed in Britain.
Labour OPPOSED the sale of
·council houses to their residents in
this country.
One million council houses
have been sold .

DearEditor, Q: What do you
get wlien you have Potterrow and
give it a new look?
A: Four sabbaticals who seem
to have taken root in the place.
Yours sincerely,
Anne Hobbs-Server

EXTENDED
OPENING HOURS

MON TUE WED

OPEN LATE

THU FRI SAT

9AM-1 AM

SUNDAYS

9AM-2 AM

Wh ich means more time to enjoy yourself, whether you're dining, having a
working lunch, sampling the exoticas
from our extensive and competitively
priced wine list, or tippling the imported
lagers, spirits and liqueurs as you nibble
at the bar snacks.
D on't forget that you have a choice of
restaurant and bar upstairs, or a quiet cellar bar dawnstairs to enjoy, whether
you're just having a quiet drink with a few
friends, or you're celebrating in style with
a meal, wine, champagne - the works.

Presland
backed by
majority
Dear Editor,
Adam O'Brien says that Cathy
Presland is 'content to drift aimlessly with whatever appears to be
the tide of public opinion on Campus'.
Some of us call it 'speaking for
the majority'.
Yours,
Jennifer Dunn

Arbo rial Keeping abreast
sabbaticals with things

NOW WITH

N egociant' s is now open even longer.

way to oppose this government is
for us all, Cathy Presland and Iai_n
Catto included , I presume , !O
hoist the red flag and join the
Labour Party Adam O 'Brien
shows why Britain has bad eight
years of Tbatcherism, and looks
like having another five . The main
opposition party is naive , stubborn , and pathetically dogmatic
about ideology and political rules
which don't matter a damn to the
people who really count: the nonhack students of this University,
and the voters of this country.
Yours aye,
Alan Young

Labour OPPOSED the government's health service policies.
Under the last labour government, several dozen hospitals
were closed.
Labour SUPPORTED the miners.
And the miners lost.
Of course , all this is very well
Labour's heart is in the right
place. It wants a better life for the
people of this country. Here ,
here . It is a fact , however , that
this government doesn't give a
toss about what the Labour Party
says.
We a~ students, should know
that the government's biggest
climbdown came in 1984, when
they gave up the idea of introducing the paying of fees in higher
education after massive and widespread protest. That was a protest
which involved people from all
parties, and it was a protest whicti
galvanised backbench Tories to
act against the government , and
force the climbdown.
That is the way ahead for students to protect their rights. All
party , all-faculty response to government proposals as they appear
will have an effect. Ia this, Labour
obviously has a big part to play.
But by suggesting that the only

Upstairs we specialise in Malaysian,
Brazilian, French and Indonesian dishes
that are well worth trying out. If the food
sounds a little exotic, and you don't know
a Sate from a Marinated Mushroom, ask
one of the waitresses to point you in the
right direction, or buttonhole the Chef
when he's on one of his sorties out of the
kitchen .
A ll this goes on in the kind of surroundings that make you wonder haw the prices
can be kept so reasonable. Quality and
Value are not mutually exclusive at
Negociant's; they are our hallmark.

NEGOCIANT'S
45-47 LOTHIAN STREET EDINBURGH
(Opposite Bristo Square) TEL: 225 6313

N~ ELEC"flo~,
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Dear Editor
What are tit-clamps?
According to last week's article
·'AIDS: the facts" , if we keep
them clean and do not share them
we're OK - but what do we do
with them? The public surely has a
right to know.
I would be grateful if someone
could supply details of their function , along with a picture and
address of point of sale.
Yours sincerely,

Safe
Sex

Sex toys (dildos, tit clamps
restraints and vibrators) ar
safe - but keep them clea
and do not share.
• Extract from AIDS article, Student 15/1187.

T H F.HACK
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A NEW BREED

OF HERO

THE DA VE HOWARD
SINGERS
The Venue
The Dave Howard Singers
live: a mix of strangely tuneful songs, inspired improvisation and Daves' sometimes
manic, always energetic performance.

Billed as Scotland's best
Cajun band by merit of their
being Scotland's only Cajun
band, the Aces made a
footstomping entry with all
accordians blazing.
Unfortunately my feet tired of
tapping long before the band tired
of playing.
Every new song seemed very
much like the last, all containing

the same simple rural charm
played without the possibilit' all
'error, all received moder!i ~f
well by the smallish crowd e Y
t:heck shirted
f rom
of
. Americans
.
wher~ver C aiu.n music originated·
This 1s music for barn dan ·
and should be played by coun~es
boys with corn fed mikes. Inste:~
it was played on a dismal Janu .
night by a band .that for 0 ~ry
ce
appeare d uncommitted and to a
audience that had absolutely 0 0n
inclination
to
"take th .
part ners " an d get d own to somen
serious square dancing.
e
James Annesley

Bastard

Dave Howard once told of how
he hoped something would go
wrong when he olaved live. wP.tl
tonight
his
prayers
were
answered,
in
duplicate
Firstl'l,'.._ he cut his finger
and bled all over his Acetone
organ, then , oh calamity, the selfsame portable giant accordian cut
out. Was he deterred? No siree!
He played three more songs; Shakin' All Over, a brilliant version of
The Surfaris' classic Wipe Out
ana n1s own composition I am a
Bunny. The later had the audience (such as it was) freakin11 out
to those crazy rhythms ... man!
The rest of the show (which it
was, totally) may not have been so
inspired but it was no less entertaining. Between the jackhammer
pounding of his trusty beatbox ion
Nothing to say and the searing
organ-ic assault on the ears of
Beatbox Baby, Dave filled in by
verbally smacking the nose of a
complete pain in the neck who
hckled constantly from his position at the bar: the Venue's answer to Billy Connolly? No chance
pal!!

DEAF HEIGHTS CAJUN
ACES
The Venue

THE BEEVILLE HIVE
FIVE/THE ST A YR CASE/
VULTURES/THANES
The Onion Cellar
The headliners Mood Six

When his Acetone (which he
moved around stage on top of
John Copper-Clarke's old wheelchair, snigger at your peril, poppickers (!) broke down he put his
mic into an old untuned piano and
played. Like Jerry Lee Lewis on
0

speed.
One particularly fervent fan
shouted "Dave Howard is God ." I
don't know about that , but he certainly knows how to resurrect an
apparently finished set. See him at
a church hall near you soon!!

had to pull out as their van
caught cold in the big freeze in
London Bloody wimps!
Eheu! But on with the show.
Tonight a star could be born.
The Thanes were already stars
as The Green Telescope. Tonight
they played first to preview their
new drummer, and a couple of
new songs , one of which was as
good a rockabilly song as The
Cramps have ever done. Somebody behind me said that they
were twenty years out of date,
which is how blo9dy authentic
they are!
The debut gig of The Vultures,
the Bastard Binns much vaunted
third band. Three girls and a Bastard producing a rather fearsome

sions - Jack The Ripper and
Money - and a cracker of their
own Something New which owed
something to The Cravats. You
could tell that this was their first
gig, their singer forgot to sing into
the microphone , always a dead
giveaway that!
Ob no! The Bastard Binns cropped up again in The Stayrkase.
Not satisfied with showing his prowess(?) on the drums in The Vultures , he proceeded to dazzle us
with his vast array bf talents, singing, playing the harmonica and
the guitar, this man should forma
band on his own. The Stayrkase
can be surprisingly hardcore at
times , tonight I wasn 't sure if they
were brilliant or dire , they're thal
good!
.
Last on The Beevilles. More
sixties pop than psychedelia,
there are hints of the early Stones,
Them even The Monkees, The
Beevilles are the authentic Beat
they should be playing th
Star Club in Hamburg or perha~s.

I~ lookknow ~;;~k"i~~~;~~j'

Things are brightening up
at last, especially with the
wonderful news that chart
stars Age of Chance will be
playing in Potterrow on the
21st February. Something to
look forward to.

Elsewhere the Bhundu Boys also
play Moray House on Saturday.
The Christians at the Hoochie
Coochie on Friday are a rather
lumpy soul/funk type affair if you
go forthat sort of thing. The
Uni(JllS seem very quiet nowadays,
but if you 're the sort of person that
wanders into Chambers St. on
Saturday night you might see
Great Shakes. Don't say I didn't
warn you ....

lights include a French 'savon' on
Channel 4 along the lines of DaJJ35
or Dynasty, entitled Chateauval·
Ion. It begins on Monday, but you
hate dubbed programmes watch
the repeat on Wednesday where
subtitles are employed instead:

Apparently 35% of the French
population tune in regularly. Of
course it can't be up to the standards· of Coronation Street.
Where would we be without dear
If not there is plenty to
.old Hilda? Also worth catching is
attract you there this week,
Another audience with Dame
starting with the Guana Batz
Edna Everage (Channel 4, 10.55
tonight. These London rockaSaturday), and a Robert Altman
billy type people will be plugfilm; Thieves like us (BBC2 Saturging their recent LP Loan
day 24) all about New Order's
Sharks, and might be worth
exploits when pissed in Amsterseeing even if you aren't of the
dam . . . or perhaps not about
that at all. While on the subject of
Oat top fraternity. Tomorrow
films remember Down by Law is
the Venue has Red Smithereens, and Saturday features The Guana Batz flogging dodgy still running at the Filmhouse, and
perennial Aberdeen funk jamjars, playing the Venue also worth seeing, if you haven't
already, is Scorsese's Taxi Driver
merchants APB. On Monday tonight.
at the Filmhouse on Friday and
If the weather precludes your Saturday.
local big label signings A Girl
called Johnny will be promot- venturing to any of these wondering their shallow pop, with a ful .events, I'm afraid the TV has
little to offer in the way of musical
rather more spirited show sustenance. The reviled Tube has
being provided
by
the the Icicle Works (don't laugh, it
Bhundu Boys on Tuesday. gets worse), Then Jericho and
My own highlight of the week Patsy Kensit on film (see what I
is on Wednesday when oh-so- mean). Meanwhile the Whistle
Test (BBC2 Wednesday) seems to
sensitive boys Felt are at the
have suddenly reverted back to its
Venue. With titles like mid-seventies phase, featuring a
Crumbling the Antiseptic ~epor~ on '!ad Company(!!), an
Beauty, they are as pretenti- mterv1ew with country rocker and Th.e Icicle Works, on the Tube on
ous as the Cocteau Twins but former Leicester City footballer Fnday, and coming to YOUR
town very soon!
their music is just as evoca- Steve Earl, and a live session from
Three items to finish: Firstly,
tive. They should be well the CrJlt (obviously my prayers for
the CrJlt to finally split have not
worth the trifling admittance. been· answered). Other TV high- ·J.ohn Pentz would like me to mention that be is forming a Colour

Another week, and have
you been to the new Vrnue
yet?

Field fan i:Iub. If you're
interested, or just curious about
what the bell became of them, contact John at room G02, Lee House,
Pollock, halls. Secondly, if you're
in a group you might be interested
in Jamie Watson's new Chamber
recording studio with 8-track
facilities at 20 Lady Lawson
Street, that bas just opened with
very competitive rates. And
finally, what you've'llll been waiting for - the incredible COMPETITION to win 8 (yes 8,count
them) LPs of superb quality (ac
tually ranging from mediocre to
utterly dire). To win this glittering
array of vinyl, all ready to be
melted into tasteful ashtrays
flogged off for a quick fiver at the

Dave Howard -

local second-hand record shop,
just answer these three simple
questions connected with this
week's column.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
1) How did Ken Barlow's wife
Valerie meet her death in Corona·
tion Street!
2) Who sang backing vocals on
Felt's single PrimitiYe Painters?
3) What was the name of Patsy
Kensit's pop group?

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"
In true Radio 1 tradition, if the
prize isn't won this week, it will be
increased to ten LPs by next week.
See you then.

a personal appraisal.
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Jailbreak
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CJazz

Exit the Jailhouse, Enter
the Venue. Gone are the bars
on the windows and the concrete walls, instead there's a
coat of shiny beige paint and a
carpet in glorious technicolour burgundy. The Island
Bar is gone too, sunk without
trace, leaving just a dance
floor in its wake.
A new lightshow and a disco
unit with all the transiti\m from a
bar to a club complete. It's quite a
dramatic physical change, but the
ambition of the man behind the
new look Venue are greater than
just changing the decor.
"The intention is to set up the
Venue as a club providing live
music six nights a week." As such
it will be the only one of its kind in
Scotland and Mr Duffin is hopeful
that it will succeed, allowing
expansion of the Venue to include
a restaurant and bar complex.

You can get to the Venue by going through Waverley Station and out
the back gates (which close at 11 pm.)
Map by Suzanne Doran
The success of this enterprise
relies Jieavily on the availability of
a variety of bands to draw a crowd
in every night of the week. For
January at least there appears no
shortage with Painted Word, The
Bhundu Boys Felt and Guana
Batz all playing in the space of a
few days.
Thz Venue has been open just

over a week and has already
drawn some strong crowds, and
will continue to do so as long as
the supply of bands is maintained.
As Coasters bas proved even a
tasteless fountain won't deter the
clientele, so the Venue seems
destined for success.
James Annesley
by the "Fourth Rider of the Hash
Apocalypse", otherwise known as
Brian . So me and Bri funked till
we sunk to Freefall, freaked till we
squeaked to Fruit ("Heads Down;
Thumbs Up!") and made merry to
the sound of funk at its best.

The New York Pig Funkers, Keeping tbeir bums coyly out of sight.
photo: courtesy of Cosmos Agency

outside?" Sorry folks, no go.
NEW YORK PIG FUNKERS The revamped, reliquored
and reorganised Jailhouse
The Venue
(now The Venue) has smar"Er, wanna get steamin' tened up, become more of a
down the Jailhouse, Jimmy? venue you could say (ha, ha).
Smash some glasses, headHence the arrival of the Funbutt the bouncer and puke up kers last Wed night , transported

but we'll let it pass), but the
season starts off on the 30th of this
month with a return visit by Waso ,
the Reinhardt-influenced Belgian
gypsy group. Posters and leaflets
should be up around town. Take
this chance to get into jazz just
before NME declares it passe.
Well, here we are again.
Unconnected with the Platform
Refreshed and raring to go season (and with Edinburgh for
after our Christmas breaks. that matter), but none the less
And no doubt you're all worth a mention , Jan Garbarek
asking yourselves, "Now that plays the MacRobert Centre in
my Gstaad tan is wearing off, Stirling on the 18th of February.
Although \he press haven't
what has the jazz world got to declared
Norwegian jazz to be in
offer me for the next term?" (let's face it, the image of log
Well, hold on · cats (we jazz cabins and fur-lined parkas just
critics always refer to people doesn 't match up to the shades
and suits look) this is still a
as cats) and I'll tell you.
definite must for anyone who
After
a
pretty
severe wants to bore their friends with
reorganisation, Platform seems to very odd music.
The only bad note would seem
have got its act together and has
lined up concerts at the Queen's to be that Platform have not
Hall until the end of March. The continued their cheap student
programme features the full range tickets experiment from last term.
of styles, from big band to blues However, given the quality of the
bebop: yes, truly there is line-up, I'll forgive them. No,
something to satisfy every honestly. They don't call me
member of the family. There are James 'Honesty is my middle
too many bands to mention all of name' Jazz for nothing .
James Jazz
them (that's a slight exaggeration

:that

(Talking·) Headed by Mitch-no·
I'm-not-really-like-David Byrne
on vocals, who's got a snappy·line
in suits, the band's tight energy·
high sound is mostly held together
by bassist Quea (no, I can't pro·
nounce it either)-and cor, what
a body! Think of David Sylvian
and Jeremy Irons, girls, and
you're halfway there. A couple of
deep breaths to get the pulse rate
down , and on with the gig ....
Some good sax pieces too ,
thanks to Jon and Karena, but,
um, a bit of criticism here, the
keyboards could do with restructuring. But go and see for yourselves - if not for the music, for the
bassist's bum.

LOCAL

MOTIO NS
In the first of an ongoing series of features on local bands
we meet tile Thanes, upholders of the local psychedelic
scene. We confiscated Jonathan Kilgour's acid and sent him
to talk to them.

Jane Carlton

This lot should be behind bars!

The Thanes (of Cawdor) minded to what we're doing formerly the Green Tele- more into the '60s." Indeed, in
Germany they were offered an
scope, are a psychedelic, '60s album contract, something that's
influenced, bla, bla, garage unlikely over here, even though
band for whom fanmail is but . they've been on the go for several
. a dream! I went along to a years. The only new release in Brimoulding rehearsal room tain is a track on an Edinburgh
where they were warming up compilation LP Cracked Wide
for their Onion Cellar gig on Open which features "a lot of
crappy bands" as well as themMonday 19th and asked them selves.
to paint some pretty colours
They see themselves as out on a
in my mind ....
limb as far as musical surround-

and the dreamy Fran.

The devilish Dragsters
JESSE GARON
AND THE DESPERADOES/
!_HE DRAGSTERS
Potterrow

If someone thinks that by
the addition of a close
~ncounter of lights and a cage
tor the DJ to hide in,the Poterrow will suddenly become
athedesir~ble
·
place to stomp,
Y Will be sorely disap-

photos: Oliver Lim and Paul Hutton

pointed.
Last Friday night was a supreme example of Pottersnore
schizophrenia, upstairs and down.
Those people who remained all
night wallowing in the lower levels
have a hell of a lot to learn about
rock 'n' roll. The Dragsters could
have taught them a bit, burning
through tunes led by an amusing
impersonation of Ping-Ping the
infertile giant panda. What the
Potterbore needs is the wit and
expression of The Desperadoes

every week, up and down.
They could be truly wonderful.
Saccharine vocals in a swamp of
three. perfectly synchronised
guitars. That dress , That hit
single, That cover of Union City
Blues. Next time let it be French
Kissin' in the USA. Critics there
were, critics there will always be,
but just give me live jive, and I'll
keep on drinking, Oink!
A Friend

First of all, I wanted to know
why did they change their name?
"No real reason, I don't think,"
Len told me. "Possibly to get away
from the image orthe Green Telescope, aU that 'hippy' stuff, and
the Green Telescope, weU,
y'know, that's it." I knew what he
meant. They think they'll stick
with The Thanes, without the "of
Cawdor" bit,.so watch you don't
get caught out, readers. The next
question to come gracefully gliding
from my eager youthful lips concerned the band's greater popularity in places such as Amsterdam. "Yes, we are better known
on the Continent, not big stars or
anything - but the people over
there seem to be more open-

ings go in Edinburgh and look
upon the place as boring and static, strangely enough! A new
drummer, Cal, with a passion for
garage music, joined up a •few
months ago to join Len on guitar/
vocals, Bruce on organ (wooo) and
Alan on bass.
Mildly scathing though I've
been, they're probably the best
band around in this psychedelic
mould and seem very open and
enthusiastic about their music, so
you can just git along anit hear for
yourself. If you missed them al the
Onion Cellar ·they're playing at
Rumours on the 29th too, so
you've got no excuse.
Jonathan Kilgour
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Lothian Road
NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET:
228 2688
PART II - FREDDY'S. REVENGE
DOWN BYLAW
2.00 (not sun), 4.30, 6.40, 8.50
22-28 Jan; 6.15, 8.30 (not Sun)
If Part I had you gripped, Part II
26 Jan 2.30
. will send you to sleep. Freddy
Two young men, desperate to Krugar the one with the
unravel the myths about women , facepack takes over Jerre
and a hapless Italian tourist Walsh' s body, providing at least
escape from prison to find that some moments of amusement their problems have only just
. CROCODILE DUNDEE
begun.
1.30 (not Sun), 6.15, 8.35
THE COTTON CLUB
Fri and Sat 11 pm
22-23 Jan; 2.30
From the Australian Outback to
I don't care what anyone else the Big Apple; true, the camera
thinks, but in my opinion Richard technique is rather clumsy in
Gere hgas got piggy eyes and is parts-but if the queues are anytotally unfanciable. The film, ·thing to go by Hogan must be
however, is; depicting a club iA something special.
the late '20s where the blacks
entertained the whites.

TOM THUMB
24Jan 2.00
Get ready for the queues of
screaming brats, rustling sweet
paper~ and neurotic mothers
rushing to see the musical story
of that miniscule male.
LOLITA
24Jan 11 pm
Apparently this film was a major
shocker back in the early '60s (that
should get you rushing there !).
James Mason plays a lecherouf
French lecturer chasing his landlady's 10-year-old daughter.
FRIENDS/HUSBANDS
25Jan; 6.15, 8.30
Another film dealing with the
theme of love - however, Von
Trotta portrays this in an original
way ... well worth a visit.
THE MAGIC BOX
26Jan; 6.15, 8.15
Martin
Scorcese
has been
interested in film from his childhood days and in this film he
studies William Friese-Greene, the
forgotten inventor of movies.
BRAZIL
27-28 Jan 2.00
Bobs Hoskins and De Niro in what
appears to be a bit of a weird
movie, as the two do battle via the
central heating system of the flat.
Different!
WHO'S THAT KNOCKING
AT MY DOOR?
27-28 Jan; 5.15, 8.00
Yet another Scorcese dealing with
social changes in America as they
appeared to him
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Home Street, Tollcross
2284141
A LOVE BEWITCHED
3.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00
The third of the dance trilogy
(well, it wouldn't be the fourth)
from Saura-Antonio-Gades. The
two Latin lovers get into a variety
of interesting positions (numbers 2 and 41 think) but their love
is doomed from the start.
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E 0
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Clerk St~eet
667 7331
LABYRINTH
2.15 (not Sun), 6.00, 8.30
Mixed reports. Bowie is natu rally
the centre attraction in a fantasy
world of goblins and fairi es. For
those with nothing better to do,
wh not risk it?

G

S

2 Leven Street
2 Forrest Road
2291201
·225 9873
CINDERELLA
A REVOLUTION
Till 21 Feb ; 7 pm
28Jan ; 1.15pm(35mins)
Matinees 2.15 pm
£2, £1 .50 cone for members
Poetry and plays from W. B. Yeats. Tickets £5-£6; cone available
Apparently this is an eye-opener Yes the lovable old pantomime is
for would-be intellectuals, take still' w ith us, complete with
that as you like it. All intellectuals slapstick humour and men dreswill be fed as well, there's nothing sing up as women and women
dressing up as men (sounds like a
like food for thought.
night out at Potterrow to me) . The
THE TRAGIC HISTORY OF
saving grace of this panto is th.at it
DR FAUSTUS
stars the fabulous Rikki Fulton as
24 Jan-31 Jan; 8 pm
No performance 27 Jan; chanty one of the Ugly Sisters, and Barbara " I put the bore in boring "
performance 26 Jan; matinee perDickson is apparently nowhere to
formance 31 Jah at 2 pm
·be
found.
Box Office open 20 Jan
Tickets £1 .50 (members), £2 students, £2.50
A Bedlam mainterm. Marlowe's 112 West Bow, Grassmarket ·
THE WAGES OF FEAR
classic play with addition of pas- 2262633
.
.
THE GREY FOX
sages from "Paradise Lost" and THE BUSKER
Pleasance
Blake's "The Four Zeros" . Pure 27 Jan-8 Feb; 7.30 pm
25 Jan; 6.45, 9.15
entertainment value will be pre- Tickets :
The first film sounds positively
sent too.
A revival of James Kelman's fi rst
enthralling - a group of men who
play, presented by Roughcast.
attempt to carry explosives across
The play is situated on a pavement
a bumpy track- some people will
in
Birmingham
one
cold
Grindlay Street
do anything for money!
2299697
December morning. It concerns
"The Grey Fox" deals with the
a
bl
uesan
encounter
between
THE
HYPOCHONDRIAK
way in which an · old criminal
playing busker and a down-at23 Jan-14 Feb; 7.45 pm
. adjusts ).6 the changes he finds
heel Glaswegian, then comes the
in the West after his release from jail. Free preview 22 Jan;
arrival of a young lady . ..
Sat matinee 7 Feb 3.15 pm
VIGIL
Tickets from £2.50
MISHIMA
By Moliere, translated by Hector
George Square Theatre
MacMillan. Presented by the
25 Jan ; 6.45, 8.25
Royal Lyceum Theatre Company. Morningside Road
The dilemmas of a fam ily' s fight Another classic from the French 2663800
for survival on an isolated New master of comedy whose wit is THE MURDER OF MARIA
Zealand farm which are accen- only to be compared with some of MARTEN or THE RED .BARN
tuated by a pain-in-the-bum the snappy satire to be found on Till 24 Jan; 7.30 pm
daughter Also the biography
this very wonderful page. The Tickets £2.50 from Usher Hall Box
of novelist Mishima and the
only difference is. that Moliere Office or J. A. Cru ikshank, opp
events that led to his death.
transcends translation, whereas theatre.
some of our sparkling observa- A comical melodrama by Brian J.
HIGH NOON
Burton, presented by Onstage 66.
tions don't.
SILVERADO
A murder takes place, but thankGeorge Square Theatre
fully
no one sends for the irritati ng
28 Jar;i; 6.45, 8.20
Miss Marple. This may have
The first is the classic western ;
Clerk Street
something to do w ith the fact t hat
wedictable but always enjovable 667 7331
Silverado " shows this in a
it takes place in the 19th century,
ROBERT HALPERN
rather different light
although Miss Marple does look
Every Saturday night; 11 pm
pretty old these days.
Tickets £2.50

FILM

THE RED SHOES
22 Jan; 2.15, 5.30, 8.00
More Martin Scorcese stuff. " Can
we get enough? " we ask ourselves. This is another ballerina
movie full of music, dance )surprisingly!), love and drama.
TAXI DRIVER
23-24 Jan; 2.45, 6.00, 8.15
A schizophrenic killer is determined to clean the New York
streets of human filth - a threat to
Jodie Foster, the child whore.

N

L V C E U M

CHURCH HILL

0

Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
LEGAL EAGLES
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Robert " Wart Face" Redford
stars as a useless attorney, trying
to get to grips with both his
opposition and his client
GUNGHO
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
A film which examines the culture clash that ensues the takeover of an American car plant by
the oh-so-hardworking Japanese
A ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00,-5.00, 8.00
Yes, yes! It's still on! The tape
hasn't worn through yet. Medals
awarded to all those who haven 't
·
seen it yet.

A

B
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Lothian Rd
229 3030
HEARTBREAK RIDGE
2.10 5.10 8.10
R9u~h and ready marine man,
Cint Eastwood, minus cigar
be_ats recruits: whilst t~-. ing to
rekindle the love of his ex-wife.
HEARTBURN
2.10 (not Sun) 5.10 8.10
Maryl " I'm a serious film actress
and am absolutely rolling in it but
I still won 't have a nose job"
Streep and Jack Nicholson play a
couple suffering the endless turmoil of love, marriage and
maternity.
THE MISSION
2.05 5.05 8.05
Jeremy Irons a'nd Robert de Niro
play missionaries in th e South
Ameri ca of the 18th century

Crocodile

Dundee.
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Old College, South Bridge
6671011
Till 31 Jan
FIVE SCOTTISH ARTISTS - Alasdair Gray, John (no relation ot
Billy) Connolly, Alisdair Taylor,
All\n Fletcher and Carole Gibbons,

Chambers Street
Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5
19 Jan-1 March
KODAK EXHIBITION - Kodak in
conjunction with RSPB - if the
exhib proves boring, you could
always have a wander round the
museum.

TORR AN CE FRUITMARKET
GALLERVGALLERY.
29b Dundas Street
556 6366

Mon-Fri 11-6 pm
Sat 10.30-4 pm
Till Jan 24
WILLIAM FERGUSON - Summer
Seas and Autumn Fields - is
there a difference between the
two I aks you?

F L V I N G
COLOURS
FLYING COLOURS
35 William Street
2256776
Tues-Fri 11-6 pm, Sat 10-1 pm
Jan 24-Feb 19
107th Annual Exhibiton : The
Royal Scottish Society of Painters
in Watert olours. Things seem to
have a decidedly Scottish flavour
(and I don't mean of Cheddar
cheese) this week, Makes a nice
change, eh?

29 Market Street
225 2383
Tues-Sat 10-5.30
17 Jan-28 Feb
LUCIANO FABRO - Landscapes

SCOTTISH
GALLERY
94 George Street
225 5955
Till Feb4
Robert Henderson Blyth - RSA,
RSW (1919-1970)
WILLIAM DANIELi, RA-AOUATINTS
A VOYAGE ROUND BRITAIN
1814-1825
'
NICOLA HENLEY, TEXTILES
CERAM IC
SIMON
LYON,
SCULPTURE
- Well, certainly a mixed bag
amongst that lot. Vari ety is the
spice of life etc. etc.

C>D E ON

On production of matricul
formance up to 6 pm for£\J
are non-smoking.
I

DO M IN,

St udents pay £1.20 for all
The o nly exception is the I
only non-sm oking part oft
shut on Sundays.

FILM HQ
Matinees cost 75p; early
£1 .50. These tickets are o
mance starts. No concessi
you can book t hese in adv
cinemas.
M embers get in free to all
can be purchased in adva
w eek and fro m the Postgr
Place, at the weekend. Mem
All ti ckets for lunchtime pr
your consumption. Mem
allows redu ctions on all ·
are held every Monday
inte rested in any aspect d

TRAV E
Exclusive offer this year
w hich allows many ben
Sunday performance; £2
befo re performance; free
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCE U

They offer a plastic card c
two t ickets at concession
mance). Check at box offic

ESC A

..

SN C>

d.

Edinburg h Student Charitl
(225 4061). Pop into ouro
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday for
Students are welcome
Orchestra concerts at the
available from 7 pm each

CAME

Afternoon shows cost £1.
pm) are £2 .70.

01
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THUR 22 JAN SUN 25 JAN THUR 22 JAN SUN 25 JAN

our matric-card mate?":

iATION
ds, students can see a_ny per£2.00 after 6 pm. All cinemas

N

ances in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
ing shows in Cinema 3-the
ing. Incidentally, this place is

SE

shows (Sunday-Friday) cost
ble30 minutes before perfornfor main evening films but
£2.30. Non-smoking in both

ances. Guest tickets (£1 .25)
any Union Shop during the
dents' Union, 24 Buccleuch
pis on sale at all shows.
sinclude soup and bread for
olthe Bedl am is £2.00, which
Bedlam Committee meetings
pm in the theatre. Anyone
is always welcome.

E
bership: £4 for four years,
include a free ticket to any
ntstandbyticket 10 minutes
Traverse Bar and many other

£1 which allows you to claim
!.£1 off cost of any perfor1ls.
I are in 17/19 Guthrie Street
ime or come down around
al lunchtime gathering.

~ire to all Scottish National
Hall. Tickets cost £2 and are
eveni ng.
ing performances

(J .00, 9.00

EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
7.30 Cheviot Room, Pleasance
David Cant speaks of the work of
the British Associatin of Shooting and Conservation .
UNIVERSITY CHAPLAINCY
1.10 pm KB 6th Level Common
Room
Th is week's lunchtime talk is
from Dr Ian Campbell of the
.Department of English Literature, entitled 'Literate and the
machine'.
BEER FESTIVAL
Grindlay St Union
12am-11 pm
Can we contain ourselves?
Doubtful with 5,000 pints of
.British beer to be downed, (and
probably upped again) plus live
music and food c/o Heriot-Watt
Brewing Society.
EU POLITICS SOCIETY
1 pm DHT Faculty Room North
Make use of our lunchtime and I
·listen to Lisa Dominguez speaking on 'Spain and the EEC'. All
are welcome.
CHRISTIAN UNION
Two talks on the fruit of the spirit
as shown in Galatians 5: 22-23.
The speaker is Alistair Morrice.
Everyone welcome.
MEGA DISCO
Teviot Row Union
8-2 am
What with free entrance, four
bars, Happy Hour 8-9 pm and a
very classy clientele what else is
there to do but boogie-on-down
the Teviot way on a Friday niQht.
CLUBKASUMO
Potterrow
8-1 am
More music and mirth (?) at the
Unions so that you can dance
your socks off. Happy hour 8.309.30.
CELLAR BAR DISCO
Charyibers St. Union
8pm
More cheap booze between 8-9
pm, more music. Your Union
gives you more!
ROCK DISCO
Potterrow
The 'Whats on ' Team notes a
slight irregularity in the above.
However, its no mistake. What
will the Goths say? Suits of
armour provided.

MENS 5-A-SIDE
Sports Centre
12.30-3.30
It's the mens turn now. Alf the
snow has melted so there's no
excuse not to be there.
LABOUR CLUB
Wine Glass (hie!) East Preston St
8pm
Anyone interested in helping
with the campaign against poor
living standards go along.
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB
Upper Trust Haff, Pleasance
11 .30 am
For all you who regret not having
joined enough clubs in the first
term, here's a chance to get into
1the old high kick and screams
stuff. handy for walking home on
·
a Saturday night.

SAT

24

Library Bar, Chamber St.
7.30 pm
joy Hendry editor of one of Edinburgh's fremost library journals,
" Chapman", reads and talks
about her work.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St. Ballroom
Cost £1 .50; (reductions available) 7-8.
ESCA
Chambers St 7.30
General meeting- all welcpme.
AMNESTY
Kings Buildings Union (12-2 pm)
::.B::.oo::.k.:::s~ta::.;.1:....1- - - - - - - -

T U ES 21 JA N

MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
CHAMBERS St. Ballroom
Contemporary Dance 6.15-7.15;
Modern Dance beginners 7.308.30, non-beginners 8.30-9.30.
£1 .50.
ESCA
Teviot Row )12-2)
Raffle ticket collection desk 8 yes
the ones everyone got through
the post over Christmas.
LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre, 5.15
Labour's new programme for the
Arts in britain.
JACOBITE MOUNTAINEERING
CLUB
George Square Lecture, 8 pm
" Running the Himalayas" an
illustrated lecture by Richard
Crane. Alf proceeds to the third
world
charity
"Intermediate
Technology" .
AMNESTY
Pollock Halls, 5.30-7.30
Bookstall
the
HIGHLAND SOCIETY
6.30pm,DHT
"Haffaig" - the Gaelic version of
the film about the life and work of
Sorley Maclean.

JAN

LADIES 5-A-SIDE
Sports Centre 12.30-3.30
Come on girls, let all your tensions rip on a poor, innocent
football. No experience required
AMNE:>IY
·so no need to fear!
Teviot Row Union (12-2)
SUPERTROG DISCO
Bookstall
Chambers St. Union
Chaplaincy Centre (7-9 pm) 8pm
information meeting.
Jog off all those extra ' calories
MIDWEEK SERVICE
dancing the night away
Chaplaincy Centre
ESCA FANCY DRESS
Great
Confession'
A fancy dress breakfast to ·raise 'The
money for our favourite charity :Reverend Andrew Mclellan, St
will be staged in the West End of Andrew and St George's Church .
Princes Street. phone 225 4061 if GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow; 8 pm
you want toget involved.
Apparently there's a new "mixed"
BEER FESTIVAL
crowd now, so it should be fun!
Grindlay St. Union
12am-1 pm
Get there early; they might have
supped it all before you can get ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY
CONFERENCE
your sticky paws on it! .
One-day Conference,
Sat 7 Feb, 10 am-5.30 pm
Lecture Hall C, DHT
CEILIDH
Tickets £3.50 unwaged, £5 waged
Teviot Debating half
From Ai-Lien Banks
7 .30 pm £1.50
Permanent or temporary, a
Swing your sporran to the Keith dilemma of settlement archaeol. Dickson Band. Tickets at t he ogy?

WED28JAN

SAT

doo~.

24

JAN

THE GUANA BATZ
Venue
9 pm; £1-£1 .50
Psychobiffy band. (Does this mean
each band member is psychotic
and named William?)
EU CONCERTS
Reid Concert Hall
7 .45 pm; £3 (2) from Usher Hall
The Redcliffe Ensemble play
music by Berkeley, Musgrave,
Wilson and Leighton. No, I've
never heard of any of them either.

MON 26 JAN FRI 23 JAN
EU POETRY SOC.

FRI 23 JAN
HIGHLAND SOCIETY
7.30 pm onwards
Overseas Students Centre,
3a Buccleuch Place
£1 from Teviot reception
Tattie and herring night alternative Burns Supper.

GO FERRIT
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
Yet another band with a duff name
at the Prezzie.

RED SMITHEREENS
Venue
9 pm; £1-£1 .50
Brilliant, fantastic, a must! Actually, I've never heard of them.
SNO
Usher Haff
7.30 pm; £2-£154
Otmar Maga conducts violinist
Edith Volckaert and Co. through
Beethoven, Bruch and Sibelius.
EU CONCERT
McEwan Hall
1.10pm; Free
Colin Tipple plays rheinberger
and John Ireland on his organ.
(Ooo er, sounds a bit rude I)

SAT

24

JAN.

TOTAL AND THE BOSTONS
Preservation Hall
2-4 pm; Free
This is a group that requires no
description - I think you know
what I'm trying to say.

TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
Ten-piece raunchy rhythm 'n'
blues band doing their regular
Sunday slot. Too bloody regular
and not very raunchy I

M 0 N. 2 6 JAN'
BILLY JONES
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
Pop/Folk artist who plays pop/folk,
sings pop/folk and probably eats:
pop/folk.'

GIRL CALLED JOHNNY
Venue
About9 pm; £1-£1 .50
And I'm sure she's very nice. Actually, Andrew Sparrow is romantically involved with her brother,
Marv.

TUES27JAN
CRY
Preservation Hall
To be confirmed
Shall I do the "won't shed any
tears" joke. No, perhaps not.
EU CONCERtS
Reid Concert Haff
1.10 pm; Free
More organ music with Christopher
Stan bridge
playing
Mayone, Luzzaschi, G~rieli, Frescobaldi and Froberger. Please
notice how I managed to refrain
from making another witty and
original."organ" joke.

WED28JAN
FELT
Venue
9 pm; £1-£1.50
Words can'.t describe this band.

ROOTSIE TOOTSIE BAND
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free

,Sorry to be the bearer of bad
news, but do remember to register for your degree exam1 llt the
Registry, Old Co1189e.

APB
Venue
9 pm; £1-£1 .50
"A
"Advanced Passenger Bus",
Pile of Balls", who knows?

WHXfs dN lfAFF

MONDRIAN TRIO
Queen's Hall
7.45 pm; £2.50-£3.50
Music from Beethoven, Leighton
and Mendelssohn.

ALM

Fran Hughes, Jo Lurie
Lorna Henderson
Sandra Catto
Fran Hughes
Ralph Hasselgren

THEATRE
EXHIBS
.UNIVENTS
MUSIC

Apologies to all concerned for
the confusion caused due to the
printing of wrong dates in our'
music columns last week.

COMING TO YOU FROM
STUDENT PRODUCTIONS

MONEY
Sellers are wanted to
distribute the paper
ar.ound the campus.
Generous commission
awaits all ye who dare.
Contact: Loretta Besciani
at the Student Offices
Or come down to Friday 1 o'clock
meetings.
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Professors of Pop
Pop music is not the sort of subject you would expect to study for a.degree, but
as Linda DaYies found out, it may soon be possible lo do so.
All those music lovers whose
radios are constantly tuned to
Radio 1, who read Smash Hits,
NME, and Sounds with religious
fervour and to whom wearing
Sony Walkmans is as natural as
putting on underpants , will proba•
bly be surprised by the news that
pop music is gradually receiving
the respect it deserves. In recent
years popular music has made the
transition from being classed as a
. means to make easy money out of
teenagers to actually being the
object of study in educational
establishments. Plans are even
being made to put popular·music
on the same pedestal as art or
films by founding the "British
Institute of Pooular Music".
Opportunities to study pop music
in Britain are, at present, few and
far between. As part of a BA in
Communications Studies, 3rd
year students at Sheffield
Polytechnic can choose among a
number of options which include
"Popular Music".
The Perth College of Further
Education runs a one-year course
on rock and pop music through its
aptly named "Rock Music
Centre". According to the
Course's prospectus there are
three justifications for such a
choice of study: Music is a basic
means of human expression and
communication, "Music is one of

the factors that create social and
emotional identity" and "Music
activity is in itself educational in
the sense that it leads to personal
and social development and realisation." Three useful and impres-

PlRTH COLLE.Of. OF FURTHER EDUCATION

sive quotes to spurt out in the face
of any abuse concerning your
musical pre.ferences coming from
unhip parents or philosophy students out of touch with the world
beyond Hume or Russell.
However, in spite of these
'words of wisdom' the college
bases its course on practising
music rather than on academic

study and thus caters for budding
Phil Collinses and Eric Claptons.
It promises to "equip the stud~nt
with a basic ability in the skills
required to perform rock and pop
music professionally" but at the
same time does offer the option of
studying the role of music in the
media and the history and
- development of rock music.
·The West Lothian College of
Further Education runs a HNC
Business Studies (Music Management) course the aim of which is
"to provide students with an
awareness of the various aspects
of management associated with
the Music Industry. "
The emphasis of . this course
clearly lies in the moulding of candidates who plan a successful
career in the music industry and·
does not devote any time to the
study of the history and origins of
pop music. It is "the first formally
approved qualification of its kind
in Britain" and must be regarded
as a much-awaited godsend by all
budding pop-stars. As part of
their course candidates are
expected to "form their own
record/publishing company with
the view to marketing and releasing their own record" - Richard
Branson beware!
Liverpool University's project
to establish an Institute of Popular
Music in Liverpool is probably the
nearest pop music has ever come
to being taken completely seriously. The plan, drawn up in
November 1986 and still in its very

initial stages, is for the establishment of a "centre-for the serious
study of popular music comparable with , for example, the British
Film Institute for the study of
cinema." The Institute would be
umlikely to open its doors before
the end of the decade.
The Institute would be devoted
w serious study. It would not
serve as a museum for rock and

Lp_o_p_m_e_m_o_ra_b_i~li_a__
...ii;;th,:.u_s_n_o_p~il~grimage to Liverpool to swoon
over John Lennon's first NHS
glasses or Cila Black's nose before
plastic surgery. Nor would it be
possible to study for BAs in PopularMusic,theinstitutewouldconcentrate on research into all
aspects of the pop industry and
Postgraduate studies there would
eventually lead to, unlikely

though it may seem, PhDs i
Popular Music. It would als~
include the establishment of a
national archive of records, music
and literature and would host
exhibitions and illustrated public
lectures - Elton John explaining
the significance of ludicrous wigs
and specs in the development of
his song writing, perhaps?
Professor Michael Talbot, one
of the proposers of the project
refused to give any clues away a;
to the sources of the funding for
the Institute. It is, however, very
likely that financial aid will be
sought from established Liverpool groups such as "Frankie
Goes to Hollywood" , " Echo ~nd
the Bunnymen", "Orchestral
Manoeuvres in the dark" and
"Half Man Half Biscuit".
Moreover Paul
McCartney,
undoubtedly one of pop's most
famous sons and a scouser born
and bred, recently became a
friend of the university.
Professor Graeme Davies,
Liverpool University's ViceChancellor and another of the
Institute's enthusiastic suppor'ters, draws attention to pop
music's new,found academic
status: "If you come to Britain and
want to study modern painting,
you go to the Tate. In ten years
time, if you want to study popular
music, you would come here."
Whoever imagined such 'greats'
as Black Lace and Barry Manilow
being judged worthy of academic
study · · ·?

Freedom Fighters
This week, the SRC has threatened to place an editorial
board of control on Student. In the light of this David
Huey examines the work of the National Council for Civil
Liberties, and the need for freedom of speech.
The recent return from exile of
Russian
dissident
Andrei
Sakharov should serve to remind
us all of the importance of living in
a free society. Surely the basis of
freedom must rest with individual
liberty as the keystone. Most of us
in Britain remain blissfully ignorant of the inherent dangers to civil
liberties from within our own society. However, there is one
organisation at least which is
determined to keep its eyes well
focused upon injustices and
encroachments on civil liberties
which can be imposed upon us
from authority of whatever
nature.
The NCCL (National Council
for Civil Liberties) acts as general
watchdog on civil liberty issues
and campaigns on behalf of both
individuals and minority groups.
Theirs is a struggle to redress the
balance between the strength of
authority and the weakness of the
individual. The organisation is
apolitical and as such will protect
the individual rights of anyone, be
they man or woman , gay or
straight, black or white. The
NCCL is in a way one step
removed from society where it can
observe it objectively, and if
necessary, provide and unhysterical reaction that is backed up by
cool, rational arguments.
Ironically, in 1984, the year of
Orwell's futuristic vision of Big
Brother, the NCCL celebrated its
50th anniversary. The organisation was founded by its first general secretary, Ronald Kidd, in
1934. He was stimulated into
forming a civil liberties movement, having been disturbed by

witnessing the police act as agents
provocateurs at a hunger march in
1932. By February 1934 an executive committee was formed from a
group of sympathisers and E. M.
Forster was elected as the new
organisation's first president. The
NCCL's purpose was summed up
by the constitution upon which
the founders a~reed:

citizens of this country have
fought."
With this i~ mind the organisation still continues today to protect the civil liberties of the British
people in a two-fold manner.
Firstly, it tries to make changes in
the law by lobbying Parliament.
This is done by briefing MPs on
the issues concerned, and by putting forward amendments to Bills
that are debated in the House of
Commons. Secondly, the NCCL
tries to extend the general level of
public knowledge concerning civil
liberties. Sometimes they will

for Civil Liberties ..assistFighting
in the mainte- ·

"to
nance of the hard-won
rights of citizens - especially freedom of speech,
press and assembly - from
all infringements by executive or judicial authority
contrary to due process of
law, or by the tendency of
governmental and other
agencies to use their powers
at the expense of the precarious liberties for which

involving changes in the law.
The range of influence is extensive but there are particular areas
in which the NCCL feels called
upon to concentrate. In Northern
Ireland,
for example,
the
Emergency Powers Act and the.
Prevention of Terrorism Act have
come under scrutiny. Objections
have been raised surrounding the
special powers given to the security forces under the EPA and
the use of trial without jury in
order to avoid possible intimidation. Investigations have also
been mounted into the use of

students demonstrate against Torness.

take up individual cases which
gain publicity by testiiig the law o·r
by being related to a particular
campaign. They also write books
and pamphlets on particular
issues such as the judicial system
in Northern Ireland (the Diplock
Courts), and police tactics during"
industrial disputes as at Wappinp..
The NCCL's actions are therefore
a combination of immediate reaction to crisis situa.tions and an
overall planned strategy often

supergrass evidence and the arming of the security forces with plastic bullets for riot control. Furthermore, the PTA is considered to
pose ~rave restri_ctions on the civil
hbert1es of md1v1duals, by the ereation of exclusion orders which
prevent certain people from
entering mainland Britain without
having evidence of suspicion
against them.
Some of the areas on which the
NCCL campaign have direct rele-

vance to certain sections of the
student population , others are
relevant to students in general.
Gays' and women's rights are
upheld in such areas as sexual
harassment , . discrimi nation at
work and treatment in prisons.
However, one of the NCCL's
most recent campaigns is more
comprehensive and co ncerns the
right to demonstrate. T he Government's recent Public Order
Bill was designed to restrict static
assemblies. Initially only three
people were sufficient to consitute
the definition of a static assembly.
However, intervention by NCCL
managed to amend the Bill and
increase this figure to 20. A
further objection to the Bill wa~
that groups must give seven days
notice to the police before their
demonstration so that people are
denied the abi lity to react spontaneously to a crisis situation.
In general, it is important that
students become more aware of
their role in the defence of civtl
liberties. Recently there have
been occasions where prominent
politicians have been denied thelf
right to free speech at British unt·
versities. If students become
apathetic to such issues they may
be allowing dangerous precedents
to take place. The present Secre~
ary General of the NCCL, Sara
Spencer, sees that students hav_e ~
particular role to play in the civt
liberties movement. In parucular
she said that she would "like to se~
students use their skills ~n
strength of numbers to campa•1"
I much more both on issues direct Y
affecting them in higher educau~n
and hving on campus, parucula Y
the right to free speech, and more
widely, broader civil liberty ques:
tions such as campaigning to pro
tect the freedom to demonstrateg
gay rights , and strengthen~?
women's rights in employment ·
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Comic relief for Scotland
Following the success of the
Miser and Tartuffe, the Royal
Lyceum
Theatre
Company
launches into its Spring Season
with another classic from the
French master of comedy and wit ,·
Moliere.
Hector Macmillan was commissioned by the theatre to translate
the play from its original French.
On why he chose to translate into
Scots, Macmillan was adamant as
to its distinct advantages;
"I was asked to do it particularly
in Scots, although there isn't any
other way I would have done it. I
think that (the commission) probably came out of the play I did last
year for BBC Radio Scotland , in
Scots. It was rhyming couplets :
which was quite difficult in that it
was in the context of one of
Moliere's more serious plays, not
a funn y play, although there is an
intellectual humour rather than
belly laugh ... probably out of the
success of that people may have
thought well why not take one of
Moliere's more obvious comedies
and make it as Scots,

This Friday, Moiliere's "Hypochondriak" opens- at the Lyceum. Hector
Macmillan, one of Scotland's most prolific playwrights, translated the play
from French into modern-day Scots. Here, Rebecca Palmer talks to ~im

in fact to deal with it But I don't
think we've actually dealt ~ith our
(Scotland's) problem. The fact

"an English lady who
knew I was going to do
it in Scots decided that
she wouldn't understand it, but after she
had read it she said 'I
thought it was going to
be done in Scots?"'

therefore there's a similarity in competition because in fact the
the use of language, dilection . . . 'every' use that that against us!
After Liz Lochhead's enorm- We should be aligned wiih each
ously successful Scots translation other, all taking a different line,
of Tartuffe, comparisons will all very critical and all certainly
obviously be made, yet from Mac- rejecting notions that other
mman's point of view they are playwrights have , except the sevboth futile and against his very eral notion that we must must
beliefs of theatre as an art form ;
create a climate in which we can
"I don't see theatre in competitive all live and work."
terms at all. In this particular case
This led our conversation tc
I don 't see there can be any com- more discussion on his opinion ol
petition because we're dealing the state of Scottish drama today ;
with a writer who exists, whose "There is several problems, which
made his reputation and he manifests itself slightly different!}
doesn't need us . .. any of us! If with each city, town or whatever.
we're doing anything we're mak... Things are almost as bad a~
ing an established, known , proven they were in the late sixties when
writer accessible in a diffrent way , no doe had any interest in or time
that's all. Even with strictly origi- for Scottish Drama whatsoever.
nal works I'm totally against the That's looking at it one way .
notion of playwrights being in Looking at it the other way, it is

actually on the verge of taking oft
again to achieve something that
hasn't ever been achieved before,
and that's a kind of plateau from'
which we will never go below
again.
Macmillan, is a founder
member and past chairman of the
Scottish Society of Playwrights,
attempting to get Scotland on the
map for drama apart from the well
known festival during the summer. He is Scottish and feels very
passionately that Scotland has its
own drama problems which must
be dealt with carefully and
quickly;
"I think there are very peculiar
problems which have never been
addressed. I think Denmark possibly faces a similar situation, I
think Switzerland did and seemed

that there are orify a handful of
theatres in the .country and we do
not have a tradition of trying to
establish one which automatically
means that many of the ·plays are
• not going to be of interest
immediately outside Scotland, yet
how do they get on if there's only
two productions of one play.
A German writer with four
hundred theatres can expect an
income from one play for years
which immediately allows you to
do the necessary.research for exploitation, to progress. Without that
you're living hand to mouth and
you don 't progress, you're on a
treadmill , you don't get time to
stop . . . The other thing that
hasn't been tackled , and the writers are partly to blame for this , is
that we don 't really exploit our
own work well enough.
I wrote a play called 'The Rising' ('73) which ,jielped to put
Dundee on its feet in the early
'70s. To get it on in Glasgow I had
to do it myself and it 's never been
done anywhere else. Admittedly,
it may be a difficult play as its for
a 20-strong case and a band of
musicians.
That's only my experience but I
know that its reflected in other
works . So that if every good play
were to get a showing in all the
theatre , maybe by a company
specilizing in touring and if there
was a mechanism to pick up t~e
occasional play that can be commercial, even if only in Scotland
and no use to London, that .
matter, because the money
earned would help everyone;
actors, directors , producers etc to·
"I think its going to oe good, if
its not we're certainly got to blame
ourselves because Moliere established a long while ago that it was
alright! We have a very warm,
enthusiastic cast, and .. . if we all
know how to make totally success.fol plays we'd all be millionaires!"

the government. The details of his
u11tirnely
death,
supposedly
brought about during a quarrel
over a tavern bill, are uncertain,
and further governmental intrigue
remains a possibility.

mates when it suddenly came to\
him that it would be a cracking
wheeze to have a play in which
nothing happened . What a laugh!

HERIOT-WATI
BREWING SOCIETY

"I think it's going to be
good, if it's not we've
certainly got .to blame
ourselves
Moliere
established a long while
ago that it was alright!"
However not all of us in Edinburgh are familiar with the
intricacies of Scots colloquisms,
but on that point too , Macmillan
was singularly decided, "It's a·
strange thi ng, for one play an
English lady who knew I was
going to do it in Scots decided that
she wouldn' t understand it, but
after she had read it she said 'I
thought it was going to be done in
Scots?' . . . You can use words
that are not familiar to maybe.
60% of the population but if you
put them in context they'll be perfectl y understandable ... One of
the reasons I think Moliere translates very well into Scots is that
Moliere relied on sounds an awful
lot in fact he was criticised by the
academics for abusing French!
. .. There's a kind of an orchestration . . . and that is the great
affection of Scots, the way it uses
vowels. There's a classic case
when you can have a conversation
in Scots almost totally with vowels, not a consonant iri sight ,

DRAMA

FAUSTUS PREVIEW
Bedlam: 24th-30th January

Looking forward to better days in Scottisn drama.

Marlowe's classic masterpiece,
"The Tragical History of Doctor
Faustus", was first published posthumously in 1604. The play, which
at face value is a simple moral tale,
supports many interpretations,
and any references to Marlowe's
own life are at best veiled. The
addition of passages from Milton's
"Paradise Lost" and Blake's "The
Four Zeros" as accompaniment to
this EUTC production, extend the
range of possible interpretations
as well as continuing themes
already present in "Faustus".

So, for a mere £2 (£1.SO members), Faustus will sell his soul
once a night at 8 pm from 24th to
30th January (except_ Tuesday
27th), and twice on 31st January at.
2 pm and 8 pm.
Brian Davison (Director)

FIVE BECKETT PLAYS
Adam House; 12-14 January
The lights came up , there was a
violin on the stage and a violin
case resting on a stool. After a
short silence there was a squeak
followed by an amplified breath.
The lights dimmed. The curtain
fell.

That was the entirety of one of
Pure entertainment value is also the three versions of "Breath'',
It was not a g~ thing in 1590 to
be an atheist or a homosexual. given emphasis in the show, which presented in an evening of five
Christopher Marlowe was both. incorporates live music, dance and Beckett
plays.
Pretentious
:4-rrested once on charges of techniques drawn from mime as bullshit? - maybe. I think it was
1tnmorality by Star Chamber, he well as conventional acting and the prob;ibly more oi a joke. I can
combined skill of 20 or so set buil- imagine Beckett down the pub
Was mysteriously released on the
Orders of an unknown member of" . flf~S:., " . ,
,q;u_;iffjqg a . few beer,s. wit!] his
"· .. · ·

Photo credit: Oliver Lim

1

A similar vein of absurdity, this
being the "theatre of the absurd" ,
was present in all of the plays ;
occasionally (like when a pair of
scissors were lowered from the
roof on a piece of string) producing a series of smothered giggles.
- it didn't seem right to laugh out
loud.

BEER
FESTIVAL
REAL ALE, FOOD &
LIVE MUSIC!

GRINDLA YST.
23rd, 24th Jan.
12 noon-11 pm

The rest of the plays were a bit
more meaty than "Breath"; most
having a dialogue . The best was
the last, " Rough for Theatre II" ,
£1.00 BEFORE S PM
in which two men with suits and
£1.50 AFfER 5 PM
briefcases discussed the merits of
a third man , in pyjamas, jumping
off a window ledge. It was very
NO ENTRY AFfER 10.30,
well acted and contained the best
OVER 18- STUDENTS &
element of all the others; ridiculSIGNED-IN GUESTS ONLY.
ous humour, slapstick, anglepoised lamps , tragedy and a dead L---..!.N~..!.P.i:A~S:..:S~....._..,____.
budgie.
Ewan Kilgour
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~Jeffrey's

Green Wellies

Last week, the PE Department held a squash tournament for all users of the Pleasance Sports Centre. Starting
on Tuesday, the tournament
was contested over four separate days, and was completed
on Sunday afternoon. There
were si~ categories - Mens
A, Mens B, Mens Novices,
and the same sections for
women.
The Mens A event was the most
fiercely
contesed
category,
involving the best of the unive rsity
players. The number one seed,
Graeme Sellar, had a tough draw ,
playing tough matches against
Roger Wakeham and then Nick
Blower in the first two rounds.
Sellar's all round shot making was
the best on show in the tournament , but having sustained an
injury in bis second match , he was
always likely to have his work cut
out to win the competition.
The number two seed, Klck
Ford, was possibly the unluckiest
of the competitors. He had to
travel down to London for an
interview on Thursday night , and
then had to hurry straight back up
again on Friday night for a
scheduled match on the Saturday
morning. Having got in at three in
tbemorning, he was then confronted by a most aggressive, fired
up opponent in Paul Jenkins. The
flying Welshman weathered the
storm of Ford drop shots, and ·
squeezed through 9-7 in the fifth
game.

Chris Kelly lets loose ... sounds painful!

Edinburgh XX'.Xs 19 St Andrews Univ 2nd XV 3
After a postponement three
days previously the XXX's
club, a dressed up and with
something to prove, met with
massed ranks of supporters at
Teviot Row and embarked on
a day trip to Stirling University, the backward journey of
which was to provide them
with a tenth successive victory, a "borrowed" bugle,
and the notably entitled Scottish Unis 2nd XV title.
Accompanied b the dulcet
tones of Brian Adams' ''Top
Gun"
(courtesy
of
Scott
"Funkmaster" McKenzie) the
coash arrived safe and sound at
Stirling University Campus (now
there's a resort!). Supporters tred
stealthily to the bar as the players
hurried to rid themselves of the
previous night's refreshments.
Soon a studied hugh grew in the
Edinburgh changing room as the
fifteen men made ready for battle.

From the beginning, it was side decision and kicked a quite
clear that Edinburgh's "esprit de magnificent penalty to leave the
corps" would take them to vic- half time score at 13-3. It was
tory. Clear domination in the .obvious at this stage that the
backs was not fully matched by majority of the St. Andrews team
suffering
withdrawal
the forwards . although with were
Jackson and Farquarharson in the symptoms from their Barbours
"engine room" of the scrum , ani:I green wellies.
superiority in that particular setHalf time team talk from Ack
piece ensured an endless supply of McLeod was sufficient to ensure a
clean ball to the half-back duo of complete shut out, though one
Farquhar and D avi~son .
maurauding St. Andrean who
It was an initial frenzied tempo dared wander into the wrong side
Jenkins, the number seven
which led to Colin Dempster on of the half way line, was quickly seed, showed tremendous court
the wing flying over the line to felled by five or six Edinburgh speed and all round agility in earnopen the account after some mag- players, obviously working on the ing his victory. He lay prone on
nificent inter-play between backs sound philosophy that there is lit- the court for a good few minutes
and forwards. The conversion tle to be gained by clogging up the .at the end to celebrate!
missed , McGlynn kicker for the St. Andrews half when you're 13day, made amends by slotting a 3 ahead. Edinburgh caped the
The number three seed, Paul
touch-line penalty, followed , game with a Harry Hawes try Jeffrey, had a competitive game
minutes later by a line out try by which , incidentally , involved against James Lush in the quarter
front row man "Rocky" (his sur- Harry taking at least three con- finals , to set up a battle of the
name bears more similarity to a secutive steps; well done, Harry! Pauls in the semis.
typographical error than an actual The try being converted, Edinsurname). McGlynn again did the burgh won the match 19 points
The fourth, and possibly most
business from the touchline . St. to3.
exciting of the quarter finals was
Andrews capitalised from an offTom Jackson between Neil Macleod , returning

Joy

after injury, and James White
This marathon lasted for an hou~
and a quarter before Macleod
won in the fifth. This set up the
intriguing prospect of a clash between the grinding style of Macleod and the shot laying of Sellar.
The bookies were taking odds
and the stage was set. The actor~
prepared in the Bristo.
The match lived up to expectations, as Sellar, due to nerves and
lack of confidence, became drawn
into a long, drawn out affair. In
deciding to compete with Macleod on his own terms, he was
always going to be living dangerously, but eventually, after a
remarkable succession of aback
court nicks by both players, Sellar
~riumphed 10-9 in the final game.
In contrast, the second semifinal was a bit disappointing.
Neither player was really on top of
his game, and although there was
no shortage of effort, the tin was
being most frequently heard.
Each game went to 4-4, and Jenkins then made a succession of
errors, although he recovered
well in the third game to go 9-8 up
before long.
The final was greeted by about
50 spectators, and was a very
tense affair. Paul Jeffrey started
very fast , fired by the occasion,
and went int.o a two love lead very
quickly. The pace of the game was
considerable, and he began to run
out of steam in the third game,
allowing Sellar to settle. With the
aid of a spectacular dive into the
forehand front corner which
resulted in the ball flying into th~
nick , Sellar rescued the third
game9-7.
It looked very likely th at Sellar
would take the match to a deciding fifth game, but Jeffrey took
the fourth and deciding game 9-6,
although he was clearly ti ring. Sellar was undoubtedly suffering
from the rigours of his morning
match , but nevertheless made
amost entertaining match, a fit·
ting climax to a very exciting tour·
nament.
Kevin Keegan
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Single room availble in Cannon·
mills. Rent negotiable. Ref. no.
006.
Single room available in Palmerston Place. £120 per month.
Ref. no . 009.
Single room available in Sciennes
Rd. £63.60 per month . Ref. no .
OIO.
Single room available in Pilrig
Place. £63.60 per month. Ref. no .
Oll.

Two single rooms available in
Blacket Avenue. First or second
year students preferred. £80.15
each p::_ month. Ref. no. 013.

Large dou le room ava1 a le or
couple in Canongate. £100 each
per month. Ref. no . 014.
Female wanted for single room in
Marchmont flat. £100 per month.
Ref. no. 016.
Postgraduate male wanted for
single room in Corstorphine fl at.
£33 per week. Ref. no . 017 .•
Male wanted for single room in
Pleasance flat. £8 ;.40 per month .
Ref. no . 019.
Single rom available in Marchmont Crescent. £86 per month .
Ref. no . 020.
Shared room available in .Dean
Street. £95 per month. Ref. no.
009.
Shared room · available · in

..

Newington flat. £74 ·.
month. Ref. no . 008.
Shared room available in Blackett
Avenue. £80.15 each per month .
Ref. no . 012.
Female for single room in Royal
Cin:us. £125 per month. Ref. no.
015.
Large room in luxury Marchmont
nat. £150 per month all inclusive.
447 2257.
Single room for non-smoking
female. £100 per month . £100
deposit. Phone 556 1334 after 6
pm.
Flat for couple or single person
£165 per month. Phone 663 9224.
Single room available to female
non smoker. in Newtown flat until

9ACK

2291178 or 337 0167.
Two single rooms available now in
rnarchmont flat. 229 2016.

MlSCELLANEOUS
April. Call in at 2U Cumberland
St. , Fopt flat left, c/o Blitz and· -·· -~
.
•
_A_nyone interested in ~aving a
Lloyd.
Two large rooms available in dou- JOmt . 21st 1_1arty
m_ the
ble storey Georgian flat. £95 per Amphitheatre night club m late
month . 556 7523.
February please phone 447 5832.
Third person to share central nat Nightline needs more committed
with two graduates. Would suit members - if you are interested
postgraduate. £25 per week. 556 in training telephone 557 4444
6423.
I
Large room in student nat in
Canongate. Suit male , preferably
postgraduate. Overseas students
Student's editorial o ices are at48
welcome. £130 per month and
Pleasance, firstnoor , phone 558
bills. 337 7275 or 5561787.
1117/8 or 6671011 ext4496. If you
Female non smoker to share. livin- want to get involved, come along
groom/boxroom type double
to the Editorial meeting or the
room in marchmont flat. Post·
Section meetings , all listed below.
i1,raduate preferred. £19 per week . Alt'crnatively, phone us or leave_ a
·message . If you want to dnp tn
ads, letters, information, you can
use Student boxes in Potterrow
Shop, Teviot Lobby or DHT Base·
ment.

1
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EDITORIAL MEETING
Friday; 1 pm.
MUSIC
FEATURES
Wednesday; 1 pm
NEWS
Thursday; 1 pm
FILM
WHAT'S ON
SPORTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
GRAPHICS
Friday; 1.30 pm
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Russian Experience
On December 16 1986, Andrei
Sakharov received .a telephone
call from Secretary-General Gorbachov. After several years of
illegal imprisonment by the
authorities, he was urged by the
Russian Premier to "go back to
patriotic work". On October 5,
Yuri Orlov was rushed from the
swampy village in Northern
Siberia , where he was spending
his time in exile, and put on a plane
to New York. Before these two
men finally won their freedom
they had to go through a regime of
years of prison, deprivation ,
hunger strikes , intimidation and
illness. It was a regime like this
that killed 48-year-old Anatoly
Marchenko on December 8,
Human Rights Day.
The Russian authorities are
now changi ng the manner in
which they deal with the problem
of those vocal groups who criticise
the government. These groups
were heavily suppressed in 1980
when the Russians were keen that
rheir activities should not disturb
the ostentatious displays at the
Moscow Olympics. Since then it
seems the problem has been
ignored. The KGB has been
allowed to fo llow its natural tendency to punish Russia 's wayward
children with vigour.
"Mr Gorbachov might be a cleverer man than all the others, but
he is still made of the same sub-

Freedom of self-expression is one of the major aims of Russian dissidents. James
Birkett discusses their methods and aspirations in the light of their recent
successes.

said Sakharov: "The West must
encourage Gorbachov to ensure
that openness becomes a fundamental part of Soviet policy, not
just something temporary or a
piece of prop11-ganda. "
Sakharov and Orlov do not represent the views of the entire dissident community. Some dissidents
have allied themselves with the
American conservative movement. In Washington DC I heard
Vladimir Buchovsky speak. He
was a political dissident who was
released to the West in 1976 after
12 years in prisons, labour camps
and psychiatric establishments for
leading the human rights movement in Moscow. He argued that
the Soviet Union was morally ,
economically , militarily, ecologicall y, socially and politically bankrupt. He urged the West to continue pressurising the Russians.
This pressure would soon lead to
the collapse of the whole empire.
The fate of these humble, brave
dissidents affects us all. Their lives
can be used by Westerners as indicators of the Kremlin's foreign
policy. Any amelioration of their
situation will depend on the prevalence of Gorbachov's policy of
Glasnost. And for many people
(except those who connect the
The world's n:ain gurantee of
peace is not disarmament, but the
building up of trust between
peoples.
worsenmg ot the domestic situation with the collapse of the Russian empire) the risk of the "liberals" in the Kremlin brings hope.
Individuals bearing rosettes of
any colour can hope that a policy
which is more generous to the dis, sidents will also lift some of the
' barriers which prevent the
I peoples of the East and West from
getting to know each other. In this
1
way the fate of Andrei Sakharov
- will he be able to travel
abroad? Will he be able to act on
behalf of Russian dissidents?- is
more important at the moment
tnan anything done on the bargaining tables of Geneva.

stance."

But under new leadership, Russia's attitude to such groups has
taken a turn. With its "state-ofYuri Orlov meeting the Prime Minister at No. 10.
the-art" brand of communism,
they began to consider the dissi- this attribute. I learnt a harsh toprotectLarissaMarchenkoand than to .live next to a sick man,
dent question and all its implica- insight into the darker side of his her 13-year-old son, Pashka, from even if his sickness makes him
tions on foreign and domestic pol- nature whilst sitting in a cramped the bitter weather. Larissa's hus- "w eaker. A sick man is likely io be
icy in a new light.
kitchen in a cold and dingy apart- band, Anatoly Marchenko, died unpredictable. " To achieve this
The new leadership is per- ment occupied by a family_ of prematurely in prison. It is said stability Gorbachov must further
sonalised by Mikhail Gorbachov refusniks, who had been waiting that those responsible are the economic progress and eliminate
himself. It seems to be a young, tor a visa to emigrate to Israel for middle and lower rank officials of many of the negative aspects in
dynamic reaction to the paralysis seven years. Before 1983 , large the KGB and army. And the Soviet society. Sakharov: "This
of leadership which affected the numbers of dissatisfied Jews were death of this brave poet was a per- includes freedom of movement
Kremlin in the early 1980s, and allowed to emigrate to Israel to sonal blow to the Russian Pre- within the country, freedom of
led to the supremacy of such join relations. A Jewish wife mier.
emigration· and return , freedom
moribund figures as Andropov.
became known as a passport out
Marchenko's book , My Tes- of thought , freedom to"distribute l
Gorbachov is embarrassed by of Russia. Gorbachov has stopped timony , revealed the cruelty of the information, and religious freethe persistent accusations of this. The flow of emigres stopped prison camps after Stalin's death. dom. "
Western traders that his treat- possibly because he realised that He had spent 20 years in prison,
At the same time , openness in
ment of dissidents has been bes- these families could be used as and died there whilst hunger- Soviet society is a prerequisite to
My experiences in Moscow and
tial. By releasing Sakharov, Orlov hostages in negotiations with the striking for the rights of prisoners cietente. Orlov explained to me
Washington have given me
and Scharansky - three of the West. The Russian Foreign Office of conscience. It was the useless "The world's main guarantee of
answers to the problem of how to
most notorious Russian dissidents hope that the powerful Jewish efforts-of disobedient officials that peace is not disarmament, but th_e
most safely attain real peace.
- he has attempted to have the lobby in America will help them probably killed him: they wanted building up of trust and confiWhat I did gain was a new
human rights issue dropped from gain concessions from American to humiliate him by forcing him to dence between the peoples ...
appreciation of the role of the
the agenda at any future peace Presidents. Meanwhile Gor- ask for clemency.
France and Britain both have nucindividual. The activities of men
talks. Coupled with this hope is bachov ignores the rights and " espite is c armmg manner !ear weapons, but you are not like Scharansky, Orlov and
his faith in "Glasnost" or open- desires
of
his
nationals. and modern image, it must not be going to use them against each Sakharov have brought a change
ness in society. He believes that Scharansky - a famous refusnik forgotten that Gorbachov is a man other. Your links are too close for in Soviet policy in some small
that."
some economic and social aspects -was released to the West to kill of great cunning."
respects. It will not be the machiofsocietyneedtobemoreopenif the issue temporarily, not , it 1..;;;..::~;....--..::.-------IOrlov and Sakarov do not nations of the White House and
Russia is to contend with its rivals appears, to mark a change of polThe discipline and conformity . denounce socialism," but they do the Kremlin which finally realise a
in the West. This is a competition icy. One of the family of refusniks enforced by the government gives demand a "free pluralist political secure peace. It will be the colleche takes personally and involves who I met- a student-told me these petty tyrants their power, system". Nor do they advocate tive effort of a great many private
an aggressive national pride on his that she had no hope in the new power which they want to protect unilateral nuclear disarmament, individuals - those who petition
behalf.
'
leadership. " Mr Gorbachov might their conservatism, is an obstruc- though Sakharov, a nuclear physi- governments; who travel to RusThis policy change is already be a cleverer man than all the tion to Gorbachov's reforms. cist, does distrust Star Wars ..
sia; who trade with the East having some effects. Yuri Orlov others, but he is still made of the Before progress can be made they
What they both demand 1s the that finally provides the true fabmust be humbled. When I asked freedom to travel: Westerners ric of trust which will make a nucreported to me , '.'He has same substance."
It is difficult to judge , thereLarissa if she thought things might must go to Russia and learn about lear deterrent redundant.
improved things over criticism of
the authorities. Regional party fore, to what extent Gorbachov is change, she replied: "I have hope its culture, and Russians must be
secretaries, for instance, can now an enlightened leader dragging a that chai1ge will come, but Pashka able to visit abroad. They are
be criticised in the press. So can backward country into the 1980s; has none. That is the wrong way keen that students study Russian
Ministers, but not the Central and to what extent he is just a cleround."
language and culture. And also ,
In the meantime, whether he is r:;:;:~======================;-Committee or the Politburo." The vererversion of the familiar partyword "openness" is now being mandarin who ruthlessly exploits an imposter or the hera,ld of a new
h11 acked by the propaganda the ideals of communism in order age, Gorbachov has released two
machine in the same way "peace" to maintain a balance of power in vocal critics of Russian foreign
Was hij acked a decade ago. It fea- which a few select party members and domestic policy. _The importures heavily in the banners which benefit at the expense of the mas- tance of these critics to us is the
festoon Russian streets. This pol- ses.
way in which they stress the conicy _change, t~refore, is one that
As well as Gorbachov, all dissi- nection of human rights and nuche is determined will get noticed dents , religious and political, have !ear disarmament. What is their
at home and abroad.
to contend with another more message?
Despite his charming manner menacing enemy. I came face to
World peace is conditional on
and modern image, it must not be face with this ubiquitous aspect of the.stability of the Soviet regime.
forgotten that he is a man of great Soviet society in ano~her apart- Sakharov explained this in a statecunning. His rise through the ment across the other side o_f to~n . men! I gained a privy to in Russia :
7 OLD F/SHMARK£T CLOS£
TEL: 031-225 5428
EDINBURGH
ranks of the Communist Party and The feeble heater - with its "lthink that it is betterto live next
the KGB must have depended on authentic 1930sdesign-did little to aman who is strong and healthy
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HEARTBREAK RIDGE

t

ABC

Cristina Hoyos has some truly bewitching assets, all displayed in the excellent A Love Bewitched.

A LOVE BEWITCHED
CAMEO
Dir: Carlos Saura
From the first moment you
know this is something special. A
door closes silently on a brightly
sunlit exterior, and the camera
pans round a huge sound-stage,
acres wide. Enormous screens
stretch high, gleaming in the
lights. Walkways and nown panels
tower overhead. Slowly you swoop
down into the set within: a dusty
gypsy village. Children run and
play. Two men agree that their
children will marry when they are
older. Another boy looks up, cold,
furious, eyes daggers, and the picture freezes. Credits roll. Across
the two-minute duration the boy's
face dissolves into the craggy features of Antonio Gades, so slowly
you're never quite sute it's happening.

pup.

moo

It is the wedding day of the two
children, Jose (Juan Antonio
Jimenez) and Candela (Cristina
Hoyos). Carmelo (Gades) still
loves Candela, and Jose still loves
Lucia (Laura de! Sol), wild gypsy
girl, but their fathers' agreement
hold them , and they marry.
Months later, Jose is killed in a
fight.
Released from prison, Carmelo
returns to the village and finds
Candela communing each night
with the ghost of her beloved husband. Carmelo declares his love
for Candela, but it seems that the
ghost will always come between
them.
Carlos Saura, director of the
best of the recent run of screen
versions of Bizet's Carmen, has
taken Manuel de Falla's ballet El
Amor Brujo and produced a·
gleaming and entrancing film.
The dancing is breathtaking, the
use of light and shadow superb.

The film is brilliantly stylised; the
artificiality of the set, established
in the pre-credit sequence, is
never again referred to. Heaps of
twisted metal and shells of cars are
everywhere. The dance fight
where Jose dies makes the similar
sequence in West Side Story seem
clumsy. The comparison with the
1961 film of Bernstein's musical is
a good one. Where the film is horribly dated and naive , A Love
Bewitched seems timeless and
magical.
It is a worthy finale to Saura's
epic trilogy (Lorca's Blood Wedding and Bizet's Carmen thus far),
and it is cheering to see a film with
texture and depth , such a contrast
to the bland, limp Hollywood product that so dominates. Make
your way to the Cameo, and see
what can be done with the
medium of film.

Dir: Clint Eastwood
Hearbreak
Ridge
is
definitely the worse film I have seen
for years. If you thought Top
Gun was American patriotic
hype, Heartbreak Ridge will
d~lv~ you out of the cinema for
ever. Clint Eastwood might be a
mayor of a small Californian town
and a world famous actor, but
surely nobody should be allowed to
make a film as crass as this.
The plot, for what it's worth ,
concerns "Gunny" Highway
(Clint himself) , a Vietnam war
veteran with a very poor disciplinary record, and a chestful of
medals. He has been transferred
back to his old unit to train up
" Recon", a ramshackle collection
of young recruits who play pool
and sit around all day. Predictably
the redoutable Highway whips
them into shape, and they eventually manage to capture Grenada
single-handed. Enough said.
The storyline, as in a lot of junk
like this film , is not really relevant. Top Gun which is a film
designed- to drum up the same
kind of hackneyed emotions, at
least has superbly filmed flying

scenes
to
recommend it.
Heartbreak . Ridge only has a.
succession of scarcely audible
Clint one-liners, which are amusing for about half-an-hour, but
after . that become increasingly
repet1tive. There 1s a d1stmct limit
to the number of variations on
four-letter words and very soon it
becomes apparent there is not
very much else to the film.
Apart from being inordinately
dull, the film also has moments of
almost offensive tastelessness.
After killing an enemy soldier,
Eastwood bends over and picks
up a cigar from the dead man's
pocket. "Cuban" is his conclusion . The train of gratuitous violence just keeps on rolling.
Heartbreak
Ridge
(which
incidentally is where Eastwood
won his highest ranked medal) is
dreadful. Although there are brief
flickers of genuine humour, the
self-congratulatory
American
patriotism is so exaggerated it is
almost comic. However, unfortunately I don 't think that is the way
the film was meant to come over.
I'm sure the inh&bitants of Tripoli
and Benghazi wouldn 't have
found it corny.
Paul Jeffrey

Yossi
Certainly the tone , the real substance of the film , is unusual
Robby Muller's black and white .
photography, Jarmusch's mastery
of using silence as communciation , of measured pace, and the
downbeat
appearance
and
charisma of the characters, manifested with a fine subtlety of body
language and expression, creates
a heavy pervasive mood that
evades all the labels of 'noir',
'monochrome' etc.

This is infused with a script
which is colloquial, sparse, laced
with irony , and often hilariously
funny. As this all fuses before
you, one takes it in like a large,
"Nobody stops. I mean, do we look shady or something?"
rich, guey toffee . Slowly chew,
a DJ with a penchant for the bot- suck, absorb, enjoy.
DOWN BYLAW
tle, and a very recent split with his
girlfriend behind him (Tom
FILMHOUSE
A word about Robby Muller's
Waits). Big bucks persuade him to
Dir: Jim Jarmusch
doa little job- drive a car from A photography. He didn't win the
to B. A body is found in the boot Camera D'or at Cannes for
nothing. He moves and focuses
Something distinctive awaits by the police.
with a controlled spontaneity and
those with the sense to see Down by
slight abandon , perfect for the
law. No cliche, no melodrama, no
They both end up in the same somewhat frayed feel of the film.
inevitability, no colour. Simply
what Jarmusch calls a "neo-beat-' prison cell. Roberto joins them
noir-comedy: with a story-line that (Roberto Benigni). An excitable He's also not scared of the long
openly accepts conventions, and comic, , Italian with hardly any pans which so successfully capture
an atmosphere that is part. night- English. He's brained a man with the sprawling, rundown city of.
one one throw of a pool ball, after New Orleans, while at the same
mare and part fairy-tale."
being caught cheating at cards. time creating a strange type of
"The)threwat me first " he claims. timelessness in the selectivity of
Confused? no reason· to be so. Offbeat enough so far? The best is material. Keep sucking.
All the goings on are easily acces- yet to come. Arguably all innosible. What their significance is is cent, they escape, prompting
Matthew Catting
another question, creating a complete alienation in swamps
charming elusiveness contained and forests, and a bizarre union in
within a film predominantly con- an Italian cafe. Not really as con•
cerned with mood and atmos- ventional a plot as Jarmusch Heartbreak Rldge is near the end
phere. Jack is a pimp, framed for makes out, and in no way predict-· of its run, so rush!
paedophilia. (John Lurie) Zack is able.

T~e

gentle side of American foreign policy.

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ,

News ... News ... ·
Next week Francis Ford Coppola's acclaimed Peggy Sue ~01
Married· starts at the Odeon, and also comes under our cntJcal scrutiny. But the best news is Filmsoc's showing of Mis
hima this Sunday. One of the best films of '85, it's got all the
imagery , innovation and style you couldwant, extracted from
a real story stranger t_han fiction.
The Cameo has nuclear comment coming up with the excel
lent cartoon adaptation of When the Wind Blows, while cla_ssics like Taxi Driver and Brazil shouldn't be missed at the Filmhouse - watch out, they're only on for a couple of days.
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The Plastic Invasion

The most recent controversy to infiltrate the
sPorting circle has been the
isSUe of plastic pitches, which
has caused many a heated
argument within the ~cer
world over the last few weeks.
Should the emergence of artificial surfaces be stalled? Do
synthetic pitches really provide the ideal substitution for
the traditional carpet of
closely mown grass?
Queen's Park Rangers FC
began this new movement
towards artificiality with the
installing of a plastic surface at
Loftus Road . Since then , other
clubs have followed suit in the
lower divisions, but only Luton
Town has taken the bold step of
joining the London Club in introducing a second synthetic pitch to
the first division . Now there is an
influential group of reactionary
figures, demanding the abolition
of any future plans which other
clubs might entertain to emulate
the example of Luton and co.
Those opposing the steady
influx of artificial pitches have
armed themselves with an impres-

sive list of grievances and the
gQd-like
managers ' of
the
Merseyside duet - Howard kendall and Kenny Daglish - are
spearheading this campaign. Both
men have argued that Luton
Town and QPR enjoy an unfair
advantage in playing host to the
other twenty teams on non-grass
pitches (Bruce Grobbelear would
certainly share this view after his
experience in the league match at
Luton earlier in the season . .. it's
no fun having to stoop to pick up
the ball from the back of the net
on four occasions in the same
match).

The ball does not bounce off
the surface in the same way;
players encounter difficulties in
attempting to turn quickly (ask
Daglish); Scottish clubs are not
clamouring for a "synthetic invasion";· and we should not break
away from the grass roots tradition which has served the game so
well for more than a century.
These are only a few of the
reasons put forward to discredit
the new science. It has even been
admitted t.hat no type (yes, there
are even different brands of plastic pitches!) of plastic covering
could hope to match the surfaces

provided by the bigger clubs in the
first division .

until the end of the season.

So what sin has "grass" committed to deserve such threats of
eradication from these alien
forces? There is certainly some
truth in the argument that grass
pitches do tend to deteriorate
after the Christmas decorations
have been returned to the hall
cupboard. A combination of
indifferent weather and a fixture
congestion often reduces some
grounds to a swampy, boggy,
squelchy, somewhat waterlogged
expanse of marshland , and some
pitches deteriorate to such an
extent that they resemble a cross
between a sludge heap and an oxbow lake. Players have to waJJow
in the mud and ooze , on-and-off,

Yet' having to endure such
delta-like conditions are part-andparcel of this wonderfully unpredictable game called "soccer".
The test of a quality team is surely
its ability to adjust and adapt to all
"natural"
playing
surfaces,
whether they be dust tracks or
quagmires. It gives the game a
much needed variety; the game of
soccer is natural ... players display their natural talents ... spectators endure the elements
because they have a natural passion for :heir team . . . so why
should the playing surfaces be
deprived of their natural personality?

t~;;;====:;;::::;=====:;:=========i Agrics
Seeded teams this year were the
'A', the A-Team, Lawsoc
and Dutch Engineers. For the
most part, seedings have gone to
form and all the usual rivalries
have ensured an excellent standard of play throughout.

As an indication of the level at
which intra-mural rugby is played,
one might cite the occasion when
Lawsoc were due to play Napier
'B'. Unfortunately they up late
but in their place lawsoc discovered a spare RAF Leuchars 1st
XV to play. Final score Lawsoc
28, RAFO. Nuffsaid!
Matthew Jackson

Victory
For the Badminton Club,
the second term began with
the most important match of
the season so far against
Strathclyde University who
were undefeated in the

MANAGER
All enquiries in writing to
The Convener, EUSPB,

48 Pleasance,
Edinburgh EH8 9TJ.
Closing date for applications: 30th January 1987.

infra-mural
football

IBlilll,ll~J~~

league.
Despite confessions of too
much Christmas pud etc., by
r===================!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ many of the Edinburgh team, a 75 victory was achieved in an exciting match. With two matches left
APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
against Dundee and Stirling, we
have a great chance of lifting the·
FOR THE POST OF
inter-university trophy to make it
two years in a row. Let's hope that
our success continues in the individual championships in St
Andrews on 6th and 7th February.

OF FESTIVAL TIMES 1987

intra-mural
rugby

As popular as ever, so it
appears. With fifteen teams all
vying for dominance, it became
necessary to. create two "minileagues" .. This will culminate in
two semi-finals and a grand final
hopefully at Peffermill towards
Carl·Marston the end of term.

It's a stroll
. .. Sunday ... Eighteenth . •. January •. . 1987 ... Second Intra-mural
Volleyball Tournament a NATO success .•• Stop •• • Ronney (any friend
of Bonzo's is a friend of mine .) Reagan said if he had known he would
ha ve entered the Marines •.. Stop . • . Prince (I didn't need my two F's
from school to enter Cambridge, I was born with two already: fortune
(immense) and father (King)) Edward was unavilable for comment ...
Stop . .• Soviets set to boycott world gnome throwing championship in
retaliation . .. Stop •. • Pope set to close Vatican branch of US Sperm
Bank in revelation (re Cardinal says th ose who think contraception is a
problem of the heart have set their sights too high) ... Stop .•.
Reuter
This
term's
volleyball view unavoidable, that although
tournament was once again Losers won their league they
could not proceed to the semiwell attended.
final stage as they comprised only
Having been divided into two one female and only one non-club
leagues of four (or -2i2 leagues of player.
6x-4y, if you are an engineer or
two groups of really together and
From the semis the Executives
self-motivated peop)e , if you are a strolled and the Clangers emerged
social scientist), Baird did then more rampant than ever. The
commence battle with Al Spikers, final was the best of three sets with
Flying Pigs and Losers whilst a time limit of 12 minutes per set.
Rampant Clangers got frisky with It always looked even, and indeed
Far Fetched, Executive Strollers stopped at one set all, 11 points
and Psychopaths , who wanted to all , when the time limit expired.
do
battle
with
everything The winner was decided to be the
mcluding the net.
first team gaining a two-point
Most matches were closely lead, and unfortunately for
contested, with ·determination Rampant, it was they who
an.d inspiration filling in where dropped the first clanger with
skill and experience lacked . After Executive Strollers picking up or
the leagues had been completed more accurately swallowing down
the winners from one played the the honours, a bottle of bubbly·
runners-up in the other, thus
Many thanks to those who
constituting two semi-finals. The competed , those who helped
teams were Flying Pigs and referee and congratulations to the
Executive Strollers, Rampant eventual winners ; Executive
Clangers and AI Spikers. It was Strollers.
unfortunate, but in the organisers'
Bill Skelly

COMING.EVENTS •••
This Sunday (the 25th January)
Is the men's five-a-side rootbaU
tournament. It will be held In the
large sports han at the Pleasanc:e
Sports Centre and starts at 12.30,
so get a team together and come
along for some fun! (Entry ronns.
available at the Sports Union
Office, 48 Pleasance.)

Unfortunately Wendy Nicholson, our number one player, will
miss the tournament. We all however congratulate her on being
selected for the Scottish under 21
team .
Jame-;G. More
Remember •.. American Football
. . • Sui>er Bowl Final . . • New
York Giants v. Denver Broncos ..
• 11 pm ... on Channel Four ... a·
cultural experience to savour.

Not an rootballers have Rat
bests, hairy legs and deep voices!
Last November the first ladies
intra-mural 5-a-side tournament
was held. All preconceptions were
swept aside and everyone really
enjoyed themselves.
Following this success, there
will be another tournament on
Saturday 24th January at the Pleasance from 2.30-5.30. Team entry
forms are available at the Sports
Union ollke or individuals are
welcome to come along on the day.
No experience is necessary, an
you need Is a pair or trainers preferably with legs attached!
So no excuses- come along and
kick some balls!!
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cycling

trial. Despite the last minute withdrawal of 4th team member,
Andrew Maxwell , due to injury
the squad turned in atime of 1 hr
10 min 28 sec. Perfect weather
conditions and in-race coaching·
by Litvack (evil sounding warcry)
contributed to the high average
speed of26.5 mph.

There being little activity in
our;.part of the cycle racing
world at this time of year,
Cycling Club members will be
pleased at the setting up of a
training room at the Pleasance to supplement road
It was the same intrepid trio
training when winter weather who took the team prize in the
makes the open road less BSSF 50 mile time trial championattractive. The equipment ship in Lancashire, Litvack producing an individual time of2 hr 9
consists of two pulse-rate
min 23 sec - astonishing for only
· monitors and two 'Mag- · his second attempt at the distance .
turbo' trainers which support By the end of the season he was
the riders' bicycles and simu- confirmed as club best all round
late the conditions of real time-trialist with an average speed
cycling minus the snow. This of 23.4 mph for the standard dishopefully will give a flying tances of25, 50 and 100 miles and
earned himself a respectable placstart to the early season.
ing in the Scottish Best All-Rounder competition. Such is his dediThe first event on the calendar
cation to against-the-clock racing
is the Musselburgh 3-up team time
he has just been elected Time
trial over 25 miles , in which the
Trial Secretary for the East of
club aims to have at least two
Scotland
Association
.
.
.
teams entered. Past performance
-This together with the new
in this form of racing should be
encouraging. Last season the facilities, should be more than
team of Leon Litvack , Chris enough inspiration to get back in
Clinkscale and Andrew Goodman the saddle and work off the
produced a noteworthy result in indulgence of the past month.
Alex Stout
the Johnstone 50 km team time
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Green Wellies

Chris Kelly lets loose . .. sounds painful!

Edinburgh XXXs 19
After a postponement three
days previously the XXX's
club, a dressed up and with
something to prove, met with
massed ranks of supporters at
Teviot Row and embarked on
a day trip to Stirling University, the backward journey of
which was to provide them
with a tenth successive victory, a "borrowed" bugle,
and the notably entitled Scottish Unis 2nd XV title.
Accompanied b the dulcet
tones of Brian Adams' "Top
(courtesy
of
Scott
Gu n"
"Funkmaster" McKenzie) the
coash arrived safe and sound at
Stirli ng Un iversity Campus (now
there's a resort!). Supporters tred
steal th ily to the bar as the players
hurried to rid themselves of the
previous night's refreshments.
Soon a stud ied hugh grew in the
Ed inburgh cha nging room as the
fiftee n men made ready for battle.

St Andrews Univ 2nd XV 3

From the beginning, it was
clear that Edinburgh's "esprit de
corps" would take them to victory. Clear domination in the
backs was not fully matched by
the forwa rds, although with
Jackson and Faiquarharson in the
"engine room" of the scrum,
superiority in that particular setpiece ensured an endless supply of
clean ball to the half-back duo of
Farquhar and D avi ~son.
It was an initial frenzied tempo
which led to Colin Dempster on
the wing flying over the line to
ope n the account after some magnificent inter-play between backs
and forwards . The conversion
mi ssed, McGlynn kicker for the
day, made amends by slotting a
touch-line pena lty, fo llowed,
minutes la ter by a li ne out try by
front row man "Rocky" (his surname bears more similarity to a
typographical error than an actual
surname). McG lyn n agai"n did the
business from the touchline. St .
Andrews capitalised from an off-
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ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

Single room availble in Cannonmills. Rent negotiable. Ref. no .
006.
Single room available in Palmerston Place. £120 per month.
Ref. no . 009.
Single room available in Sciennes
Rd. £63 .60 per month . Ref. no .
010.
Single room available in Pilrig
Place. £63.60 per month. Ref. no.
011 .
Two single rooms available in
Blacket Avenue. First or second
yea r students preferred. £80. 15
each p::_month. Ref. no. 013.

MEANW'l-llLf .. ..

~~~

Half time team talk from Ack
McLeod was sufficient to ensure a
complete shut out, though one
maurauding St. Andrean who
dared wander into the wrong side
of the half way line, was quickly
felled by five or six Edinburgh
players, obviously working on the
sound philosophy that there is little to be gained by clogging up the
St. Andrews half when you're 133 ahead. Edinburgh caped the
game with a Harry Hawes try
which, incidentally, involved
Harry taking at feast three consecutive steps; well done , Harry!
The try being converted, Edinburgh won the match 19 points
to 3.
Tom Jackson

Last week, the PE Department held a squash tourna ment for all u sers of the Pleasance Sports Centre. Starting

Newington flat. £74 each per
month. Ref. no. 008.
Shared room available in Blackett
Avenue. £80. 15 each pe r month.
Ref. no. 012.
Female for single room in Royal
Ci r~us . £125 pe r month . Ref. no.
015.
Large room in luxury Marchmont
flat. £150 per month all inclusive.
447 2257 .
Single room for non-smoking
. female. £100 per month . £100
deposit. Phone 556 1334 after 6
pm.
Flat for couple or single person
£165 per month . Phone 663 9224.
Single room available to female
non smoker. in Newtown flat until

Joy

after injury, and James White
This marathon lasted for an hou~
and a quarter before Macleod
wo~ 10. the fifth. This set up the
mtngumg prospect of a clash between the grinding style of Mac.
leod and the shot laying of Sell
The bookies were taking od~·
and the stage was set. The acto~
prepared in the Bristo.

on Tuesday, the tournament
was contested over four separate days, and was completed
on Sunday afternoon. There
were si:iii: categories - M en s
A, Mens B, Mens No vices,
The match lived up to expectaand the same sections for tions , as Sellar, due to nerves and
lack of confidence, became drawn
women.
into a long, drawn out affair. In
The Mens A event was the most
deciding to compete with Macfi ercely
contesed
category, leod on his own terms, he was
involving the best of the university always going to be living dangerplayers. The number one seed, ously, but eventually, after a
Graeme Sell ar, had a tough draw, remarkable succession of aback
playing tough matches against court nicks by both players, Sellar
Roger Wakeham and then Nick
~riumphed 10-9 in the final !\ame.
Blower in the first two rounds.
Sellar's all round shot making was
In contrast , the second semithe best on show in the tourna- final was a bit disappointing.
ment, but having sustained an Neither player was really on top of
inj ury in his second match , he was his game, and although there was
always likely to have his work cut no shortage of effort, the tin was
out to win the competition.
being most frequently heard.
The number two seed, Kick Each game went to 4-4, and JenFord, was possibly the unluckiest kins then made a succession of
of the competitors. He had to errors , although he recovered
travel down to London for an well in the third game to go 9-8 up
interview on Thursday night , and before long.
then had to hurry straight back up
The final was greeted by about
again on Friday night for a
50 spectators, and was a very
scheduled match on the Saturday
morning. Having got in at three in tense affair. Paul Jeffrey started
themorning , he was then con- very fast , fired by the occasion,
fronted by a most aggressive, fired and went into a two love·lead very
up opponent in Paul Jenkins. The quickly. The pace of the game was
considerable, and he began to run
flying Welshman weathered the
out of steam in the third game,
storm of Ford drop shots, and ·
allowing Sellar to settle. With the
squeezed through 9-7 in the fifth
aid of a spectacular dive into the
game.
forehand front corner which
Jenkins, the number seven resulted in the ball flying in to the
seed, showed tremendous court nick , Sellar rescued the third
speed and all round agility in earn- game9-7.
ing his victory. He lay prone on
It looked very likely that Sellar
the court for a good few minutes would
take the match to a decidat the end to celebrate!
ing fifth game, but Jeffrey took
the fourth and deciding game 9-6,
The number three seed, Paul
although he was clearly tiring. SelJeffrey , had a competitive game
lar was undoubtedly sufferi ng
against James Lush in the quarter
finals, to set up a battle of the from the rigours of his morning
match , but nevertheless made
Pauls in the semis.
amost entertaining match, a fitThe fourth , and possibly most ting climax to a very exciting tourexciting of the quarter finals was nament.
between Neil Macleod, returning
Kevin Keegan
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Large douthoom avai!ble for
couple m Canongate . £100 each
per month. Ref. no . 014.
Female wanted for single room in
Marchmont flat. £100 pe r month .
Ref. no . 016.
Postgraduate male wanted for
single room in Corstorphine fl at.
£33 per week. Ref. no . 017..
Male wanted for single room in
P\easance flat. £8;.40 pe r month.
Ref. no. 019.
·
Single rom available in Marchmont Crescent. £86 pe r month .
Ref. no . 020.
Shared room available in .Dean
Street. £95 per month. Ref. no .
009.
Shared
room · available · in

SACK

side decision and kicked a quite
magnificent penalty to leave the
half time score at 13-3. It was
_obvious at this stage that the
majority of the St. Andrews team
were
suffering
withdrawal
symptoms from their Barbours
and green wellies.

~Jeffrey' s

~:c~~~~;~~~~~;~lb~enowin

Apnl. Call in at 20 Cumberland
MlSCELLANEOUS
St., Fopt flat left, c/o Blitz and· -- .
. .
.
.
Lloyd .
A nyone mterested m haVJng 8
Two large rooms available in dou- joint
21st
party
in
the
ble sto rey Georgian flat. £95 pe r Amphitheatre night club in late
month . 556 7523.
February please phone 447 5832.
Third person to share central flat Nightline needs more committed
with two graduates. Would suit members - if you are interested
postgraduate . £25 per week. 556 in training telephone 557 4444
6423.
Large room in student flat in
I'!!
Cano ngate . Suit male, preferably
postgraduate. Overseas stude nts
welco me. £130 per month and Student's editorial o ·ces are at48
Pleasance, firstnoor, phone S
bills. 337 7275 or 5561787.
Female non smoker to share Jivin- 1117/8 or 667 1011ext4496. If you
groom/boxroom type double want to get involved, come along
roo m in march mont fl at. Post- to the Editorial meeting or the
j(raduate preferred. £19 per week. Section meetings , all listed below.
Ai't'crnatively, phone us or leave_
·m essage . If you want to dnp ID
ads , letters, inform ation , you can
use Student boxes in Potterrolf
Shop, Teviot Lobby or DHT Basement.
0
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EDITORIAL MEETING
Friday; 1 pm.
MUSIC
FEATURES
Wednesday; 1 pm
NEWS
Thursday; 1 pm
FILM
. WHAT'SON
SPORTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
GRAPIDCS
Friday; 1.30 pm
J
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